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ABSTRACT  

 
Spatial aggregation is widely used in the studies, such as land use/cover monitoring, ecological re-
source management, that is carried out at regional, national and global level. Spatial aggregation di-
vides the input grid of fine resolution raster image into blocks and the value for each block is deter-
mined to generate coarse resolution aggregated grid. Spatial aggregation of classified image is called 
categorical aggregation and spatial aggregation of continuous image is called numerical aggregation. 
Both aggregation approaches produce changes in fine resolution image in different way, which is 
based on the aggregation logic used by them. Present study examined the effect of both categorical and 
numerical aggregation approaches. Under categorical aggregation approach, the effect of majority 
rule-based (MRB), random rule-based (RRB) and point centered distance weighted moving window 
method (PDW) was analyzed. Under categorical aggregation approach, the effect of mean and central 
pixel resampling was addressed. Most of the previous studies to assess the effect of aggregation were 
carried out using land-cover classes. The present study evaluated the effect of aggregation using land 
use/cover classes to report the generality of results. The LISS-III image (23.5m) was aggregated to 
level 70.5m, 117.5m and 164.5m before and after classifying it.  
 
The change in class proportions, aggregation index (AI) and square pixel index (SqP) with respect to 
reference image were used to assess the effect of aggregation approaches. The calibration based model 
is useful to correct the area of classes with respect to reference area, which is distorted due to coarse 
resolution. The effect of MRB and mean approach on deriving the calibration based model was also 
addressed. The local variance of each class was also computed to assess the effect of numerical aggre-
gation approaches. As the RRB approach is based on random selection of class from input grid, so it 
produces different realizations of aggregated image. PDW approach is based on selection of different 
parameters values, so it also produces different realizations by changing the parameters values. The 
variability in realizations of RRB and PDW were reported by assessing their effect on class propor-
tions, AI and SqP value. 
 
Results indicated that RRB, PDW and CPR approach preserved the class proportion with decreasing 
spatial resolutions. MRB increased the proportion of dominant class and decreased all other class pro-
portions. On the contrary, mean approach increased the proportion of class that was not dominant in 
landscape. MRB increased the AI value of dominant class and decreased AI value of other classes. 
RRB, PDW and CPR decreased AI value of all classes, but slope of decrease was less in the case of 
mean aggregation approach. RRB, PDW and CPR approach produced low distortion in shape com-
plexity of all classes than MRB and mean approach and thus carried spatial information regarding 
shape complexity better than MRB and mean approach. As the RRB, PDW and CPR maintained the 
class proportions so these approaches were not used to derive calibration based model. It was found 
that MRB responded better to derive calibration based model than mean approach. Graph of local vari-
ance curve showed that mean approach decreased the local variance of each class; on the contrary CPR 
approach produced strong increase in local variance. For the different realizations, RRB responded in 
similar manner, but PDW produced variability that is best minimized by choosing its one of the pa-
rameters ‘weight = 2’.  
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The work attempted here was to analyze the effect of both categorical and numerical aggregation ap-
proaches in depth so that understanding of their effects can help to select appropriate aggregation ap-
proach for particular study. 
 
Key words: Aggregation, Majority rule-based, Random rule-based, Point centered distance weighted 
moving window method, Mean, Central pixel resampling, Aggregation Index, Square Pixel Index, 
Calibration based model, Local variance.   
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Importance of spatial aggregation of satellite data 

Many Geographic Information System (GIS) and Remote sensing related studies such as monitoring of 
landscape patterns, face problems in the availability of remotely sensed data (RS data) at specific reso-
lution. The data available for particular study rarely fit perfectly the scale at which the process being 
studied, or the scales at which decisions are needed (Quattrochi et al. 1997). As for example if deci-
sion makers are to implement a policy that requires general pattern of land-cover (Stein et al. 2001) 
and there is availability of RS data at the resolution finer than that required by policy model, then it is 
more feasible to aggregate available data to the required resolution rather than looking for the data 
from external sources, which is more time consuming and not a cost effective. 
  
An application of geographic information system frequently requires the integration of RS data ob-
tained at different spatial resolution (Turner et al. 1989). Combining information from multiple scales 
of measurement (spatial resolution or grain size) is an essential part of global change and landscape 
dynamic research (Cullinan et al. 1992). Integration of RS data obtained at different resolution is pos-
sible only when they are brought to the same level or resolution. Spatial aggregation is often used to 
rescale the data before integration. 
 
Large spatial extent of landscape and multiple resolution satellite data are often used to examine the 
issues of biodiversity, wildlife conservation, and landscape change. These involve the use of RS data 
covering large area and aggregation of RS data from finer resolution to coarse resolution (Rastetter et 
al. 1992, Leibowitz et al. 1999 in He et al. 2002). 
 
According to Bian et al. (1999), spatial characteristics (spatial patterns, spatial autocorrelation, etc) at 
corresponding scales is represented by spatial aggregation of RS data available at fine resolution. Spa-
tial aggregation is widely used for “scaling up” environmental analysis or model from local to regional 
or global scales in the field of global studies. 
    
Fine resolution reference image can be used in the validation of global land cover datasets (Moody et 
al. 1995), for this purpose it is required to aggregate fine resolution reference map to the correspond-
ing coarse resolution global land cover dataset. Aggregation of fine resolution data is used to achieve 
the characterization of land surface boundary for a grid cell (50- 100Km) of General Circulation 
Model (Gupta et al. 2000, 2002). 
 
Aggregation of fine resolution data is also used to derive a calibration based models for the correction 
of area estimated from coarse resolution land-cover data (Moody et al. 1996, Moody. 1998). The 
model is developed between the fine resolution and the coarse resolution RS data which in turn is ob-
tained by spatial aggregation of fine resolution RS data. This model is used to correct area estimates of 
land-cover when only coarse resolution RS data is available. 
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1.2. Spatial aggregation approaches and their effects 

Two types of approaches are used for aggregating fine resolution RS data. One approach is based on 
numerical aggregation in which the mathematical method such as mean, median central pixel resam-
pling (Bian et al. 1999) is applied on the input grid DN values and the result is assigned to the output 
aggregated grid. Another approach is based on the categorical aggregation that assigns the class label 
to output grid by logical processing on input grid categories such as selection of frequently occurring 
class, random selection of class from input grid (He et al. 2002). 
Change in spatial properties of land-cover classes is observed by spatial aggregation of fine resolution 
RS data. Landscape metrics (mean patch size, contagion, fractal dimension, landscape shape index, 
aggregation index, square pixel, etc) are frequently used to quantify and compare the spatial properties 
of different classes at a given spatial resolution or same class at different spatial resolutions (O’Neill et 
al. 1988, Turner et al. 1989, Moody et al. 1995, Frohn et al. 1998, He et al. 2000, 2002, Wu et al. 
2002, Saura et al. 2004, Frohn et al. 2006, Gardner et al. 2008). In other words landscape metrics are 
important for assessing the effect of aggregation approaches. For example, aggregation level (clumpi-
ness that is assessed by aggregation index) of dominant class increases with decreasing spatial resolu-
tion using majority rule-based (MRB) aggregation approach. This shows MRB generalizes the spatial 
pattern of dominant class (He et al. 2000). 
 

1.3. Need for a calibration based model 

According to Moody et al. (1996, 1998), many problems of Earth system science (models of net pri-
mary productivity, biogeochemical cycling) and ecological resources management depend on the reli-
able (with respect to ground or reference fine resolution RS data) measurement of land cover data. 
Earth system science and ecological resource management related fields of enquiry have been increas-
ingly focused at global scale by many researchers. Coarse resolution RS data is generally used in 
global scale studies but proportional accuracy of land cover data derived from it, is affected by the 
coarse grid. Areal accuracy of global land-cover data is also important as it is used to monitor the loca-
tion, extent and changes of major vegetation assemblage. Calibration based model provides a posterior 
(after classification) correction of land-cover area estimate derived from coarse resolution RS data 
with respect to that derived from fine resolution RS data. Model is developed between the fine resolu-
tion and coarse resolution RS data and it is used later when only coarse resolution RS data are avail-
able. 
 

1.4. Research identification 

The spatial scale related issues are studied under the term- modifiable areal unit problems (MAUP) 
that is composed of zoning and scale problems. Zoning problems refer to the variation in results when 
areal units are combined into different zones in different ways at the same scale. Scale problems refer 
to the variation in results when the areal units are represented as small numbers of large areal units by 
changing grain size or resolution (Quattrochi et al. 1997, Wu et al. 2002).  
 
In the proposed work, scale problems has been taken into account, where numerical and categorical 
aggregation has been  used to aggregate fine resolution data to achieve coarse resolution. The evalua-
tion of the effects on aggregated data caused by either numerical or categorical aggregation has been 
studied elsewhere (Moody et al. 1995, Bian et al. 1999, Gupta et al. 2000, 2002, He et al. 2002, Gard-
ner et al. 2008). In these studies, impact of categorical aggregation has been quantified by taking spa-
tial properties (such as mean patch size, fractal dimension, edge density, aggregation index) of land-
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cover classes. The impact of numerical aggregation has been quantified by taking statistical distribu-
tion (mean and standard deviation of aggregated data) of aggregated data, but the impact of numerical 
aggregation on spatial properties of class has not been addressed in these studies. Derivation of cali-
bration based model is also related to the scaling problems. Majority rule-based or averaging of DN 
values aggregation approach has been used to derive it (Moody et al. 1996, Moody 1998). In their 
studies, behaviour of other aggregation approaches to derive the calibration based model was not 
tested. 
 
The proposed work examined the impact of both numerical and categorical aggregation approach on 
spatial properties (assessed by landscape metrics) and class proportions as well as on deriving calibra-
tion based model.  
 
Random rule-based (RRB) categorical aggregation approach is based on random selection of class 
from the input grid of fine resolution classified RS data and then assignment of randomly selected 
class to the desired coarse grid output (He et al. 2002). As it is based on random selection, different 
outputs for the same coarse resolution level are realized each time the RRB is run on the fine input 
grid. Variability in output has not been addressed previously. The proposed work focused on this issue 
also. 
 
Point-centered, distance weighted, moving window method (PDW) categorical aggregation (as well as 
disaggregation) approach has been developed by Gardner et al. (2008). The aggregated output of PDW 
depends on three parameters; n (number of sample points), r (resolution of sample points) and w 
(weight of sample points from center). PDW sets sample points around centre of input grid of fine 
resolution classified RS data, calculates normalized frequency distribution f of sampled class types, 
randomly select one class from f and assigns it to the desired coarse grid output. As this algorithm is 
also based on random selection of a class from f, random number seed concept has also been used in 
this algorithm to avoid the variability in output for the same coarse resolution level. But use of differ-
ent random number seeds may give the variability in output. The proposed work pointed out variabil-
ity in output produced by PDW using different random number seed as well as choice of different pa-
rameter values.                 
 
When numerical aggregation is used, through different aggregation levels the change in statistical 
properties (mean, median, standard deviation, etc) is also observed (Bian et al. 1999). In the proposed 
work, statistical property has been also considered to quantify the aggregation effect in the case of 
numerical aggregation approaches. 
 
The aim of proposed work is to evaluate the numerical and categorical aggregation approaches by tak-
ing following indicators into consideration 

1. Change in class proportion through aggregation levels 
2. Change in spatial properties through aggregation levels 
3. Change in statistical property through aggregation levels only in the case of numerical aggre-

gation approach 
4. Impact of aggregation approaches to derive calibration based model for area correction 
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1.5. Research objectives 

The main objective of this research is to analyze the effect of different algorithms (majority rule-based, 
random rule-based, PDW, mean, central pixel resampling) on aggregation of fine resolution remotely 
sensed data by taking into consideration of their impact on spatial, statistical properties of aggregated 
image and derivation of calibration based model for area correction across aggregation levels.   
The sub objective of this research is to evaluate the variability in outputs of PDW and RRB aggrega-
tion approach. 
 

1.6. Research questions 

For the fulfilment of objectives, present study aims to answer the following questions: 
1. As a function of resolution and aggregation approaches and aggregation levels, what changes 

are observed in land use/cover class proportions?  
2. How do the spatial properties of land use/cover class change using different aggregation ap-

proaches through aggregation levels? 
3. What variations are found in statistical property of continuous aggregated image through ag-

gregation levels?   
4. What is the impact of different aggregation approaches on deriving calibration based model 

for area correction? 
5. Is it possible to optimize the PDW parameters? 
6. What variability is found in different realization of random rule aggregation approach on clas-

sified image? 
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2. Review of literature 

2.1. Scale definitions 

Geographic information systems (GIS) and remote sensing have opened a gate to handle multiscale 
representation of remotely sensed data. Integration and use of multiscale data in GIS are often needed 
in the area of global change studies, to represent spatial properties that can be revealed at particular 
scale, to understand the spatial processes through information from range of scales (Quattrochi et al. 
1997). The issue of scale has prompted interest from scientists from different disciplines, which leads 
to emergence of new era of science, called science of scale. (Marceau  et al. 1999). The meaning of 
scale is treated differently in various perspectives. Its meaning can be acknowledged broadly into three 
categories viz spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal scale. Four connotations of spatial scale have been 
suggested (Quattrochi et al. 1997). 
1. Cartographic scale – It is the ratio of distance on a map to the corresponding distance on a ground. 
A large scale map provides more detailed information of ground than small scale map. 
2. Geographic scale – It refers to the spatial extent of study area. A large geographic scale means a 
large scale study covering large area than small geographic scale which shows small scale study cover-
ing small area. Geographic scale is also termed as observational scale or simply extent in ecology 
(Turner et al. 1989). 
3.  Operational scale – It refers to the scale at which certain phenomenon or processes operate in the 
environment. For example, migration pattern of residents from downtown to suburbs can be best ob-
served by the population change at city-specific level than at regional or state levels that may cause 
existence of different migration patterns. Above example also shows that phenomenon exist at one 
scale may not exist at another scale. 
4. Measurement scale – It refers to the smallest distinguishable parts of an object or features in spatial 
data. Remotely sensed data (RS data or image) encapsulate the measurement scale as a pixel size. It is 
also termed as spatial resolution or grain (Turner et al. 1989). In ecology, measurement scale is also 
used for sampling interval. 
 
Remote sensing has opened a new era of science and technology to provide a synoptic view of land-
scape in different section of electro-magnetic radiation with range of spatial resolution (~1m to 
~1000m). Different spatial resolution has its own importance for the different domains of remote sens-
ing application such as forestry, hydrology and landscape ecology. For example coarse resolution data 
is important for monitoring the landscape pattern at a large scale.       
 
Remotely sensed data is composed of an array of square cells also called a grid. Size of physical fea-
tures or their operational scales cannot be always represented by the size of the grid cell generated by 
sensors. The grid can be aggregated to coarse resolutions to match dominant operational scales (Quat-
trochi et al. 1997). 
         
Aggregation of RS data reveals the general patterns of geographic features and that is why it is used in 
global scale studies in which general pattern of features are required. The other importance of aggrega-
tion has been explained earlier in introduction part. 
 
Aggregation of fine resolution image to coarsen its resolution changes the spatial and statistical prop-
erties of data. The statistical properties are related to the DN values and number of bands present in 
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image. For example spread of DN values in different bands can be assessed by their standard devia-
tion. The spatial properties can be related to the land use/ land cover classes. Landscape metrics are 
used to assess the spatial properties of classes. For example, the aggregation index reflects the clumpi-
ness of classes present in landscape (He et al. 2000, 2002, Bogaert et al. 2002). Change in spatial and 
statistical properties depend upon the features presents in image and aggregation method used. Aggre-
gation can be applied on thematic (called categorical aggregation) as well as continuous image (called 
numerical aggregation). There are wide ranges of literature in which effect of different aggregation 
approaches on image and effect on landscape metrics by coarsening image resolution have been ad-
dressed.   
 

2.2. Aggregation of classified image 

Moody et  al. (1994) in their study used a polygon grids (aggregation grid) overlaid on per pixel class 
map of 30 m TM image (class – barren, brush, hardwood, conifer, water) and most frequently occur-
ring class type among 30m TM pixels within that polygon grid is assigned to each grid cell of polygon 
grid. This aggregation technique is called as majority rule-based (MRB) categorical aggregation ap-
proach. Different cell size of polygon grid was overlaid to get coarse resolution thematic image of 90, 
150, 240, 510, 1020, 3000 and 6000m from 30m base class map. The obtained coarse resolution class 
maps were used to assess the areal proportional error (with respect to the areal proportions derived 
from 30m class map) of land cover classes due to spatial resolution. At 90m resolution low error in 
areal proportion of all classes was observed, although barren class showed highest proportional error 
due to its scattered pattern. Proportion of conifer class (dominant class, 50 % in original scene) in-
creased with aggregation levels and showed large proportion error than any other classes. Proportion 
of brush decreased strongly (20 % of scene). Hardwood, water, and barren decreased with resolution 
but their proportions are relatively maintained throughout the aggregation sequence. Development of 
regression relationship was recommended to estimate fine resolution class proportions from coarse 
resolution class proportions in order to handle change in class proportions resulting from a change in 
spatial resolution. 
 
Moody et al. (1995) proposed multiple-linear and tree based regression techniques to assess the influ-
ence of landscape spatial characteristics (assessed by spatial measures) on land cover proportion esti-
mation errors as land-cover map are aggregated to coarser scales. Four land-cover classes namely bar-
ren, brush, hardwood, conifer and water were derived from 30m TM image and MRB approach was 
used to get coarse land cover data at resolution of 90, 150, 240, 510 and 1020m. Spatial measures like 
Shannon index, variance/mean ratio, initial class proportions (present in 30m image), mean patch size, 
mean interpatch distance were considered as independent variables and proportion estimation error due 
to aggregation as dependent variable, for regression analysis. Multiple-linear regression showed that 
increase in patch size, variance/mean ratio and initial proportions of cover types caused the proportion 
estimation error of those cover types to move in positive direction through aggregation levels. Regres-
sion tree model was developed separately to split the dependent variable into increasingly homogene-
ous subsets based on independent variables and resolution. It was observed that regression tree model 
better captures the resolution dependent trends in proportion estimation error than multiple-linear re-
gression model. Finally it was suggested that understanding the influence of spatial characteristic on 
proportion estimation errors with increasing aggregation levels may be used to quantify the errors ex-
pected in coarse scale surface representation or to preserve this information across scales. 
Some work has been done to make the class proportions measured from coarse resolution image nearer 
to that measured from fine or reference resolution image that represents true surface. It may be called 
area correction of class proportions measured from coarse resolution image. Moody et al. (1996) com-
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pared two calibration based area correction models, inverse estimator and slope estimator. Inverse es-
timator method includes class transition probabilities between coarse and fine resolution (reference) 
image, which is multiplied by coarse resolution class proportions to get fine resolution class propor-
tions. Slope estimator is based on relationship between coarse and fine resolution class proportions via 
linear or regression modelling. Slope and intercept value of regression line is used for coarse resolu-
tion area correction. Four classes (barren, brush, hardwood, conifer and water) and four aggregation 
levels (150m, 240m, 510m and 1020m) using MRB aggregation approach were derived from 30m TM 
reference image. Calibration based models were developed separately for each aggregation level using 
reference image. Another site having same classes was taken for validation of calibration based mod-
els. Performance of models for each level was tested by “total error” that is sum of difference between 
the reference class proportions and class proportions at that level after correction. The inverse estima-
tor method produced better result for area correction at the coarse scales (large aggregation levels) than 
slope estimator method. It was observed that inverse estimator performed better than slope estimator 
method with less value of total error for validation site at 1020m, but this method performed poorly for 
fine scales (small aggregation level). In general, the slope estimator produced improvement in coarse 
resolution proportions for all aggregation levels. It was suggested to incorporate the spatial characteris-
tics of landscape with slope estimator method to improve its performance. Moody (1998) incorporated 
some spatial measures (that quantify spatial characteristics of landscape) namely entropy, range, vari-
ance, contrast and Shannon index with slope estimator method. Figure 2.1 shows methodology 
adopted by Moody. 
 

 

Figure 2.1 Methodology adopted by Moody (1998) to apply slope estimator method 

30m Landsat TM 
image  

Aggregation by averaging 
method to 1024m resolution 

Class proportions correction of each block of 
1024m using slope estimator method 

Land-cover map generation using unsu-
pervised classification method 

Random distribution of 55 blocks (51 
km2 each) in both 30m and 1024m map 

Calculation of spatial measures such as 
range, entropy, contrast, variance, Shan-
non index in each block 

Use of spatial measures to calculate 
slope and intercept value for slope esti-
mator method developed between each 
corresponding blocks of 30m and 1024m 
map
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30m TM image was taken as reference image and 1024m image was obtained by taking the average of 
spectral value within 34×34 windows of 30m pixels in each band. Both images were classified into 
four classes using unsupervised classification method, same as mentioned above and 55 samples 
blocks were defined in each image. Spatial measures were estimated for each block and then used to 
estimate the slope and intercept values of regression line that relates the 30m and 1024m class propor-
tions in each sample block, instead of direct measuring their values from regression line. These values 
were used for correction of class proportions estimated from 1024m aggregated image in each block. It 
was observed that mean value of total error of each block after correction (0.18) became lower than 
that before correction (0.24). Slope estimator methods performed worst for the classes that make up 
less than about 20% of a sample block. For such cases, model based on non linear regression was sug-
gested. 
 
The effect of categorical aggregation such as MRB and random rule-based (RRB) on spatial properties 
of land-cover classes has also been addressed by He et al. (2002). RRB is based on random selection 
of class from the specified cells of input grid and assigning it to the aggregated output grid. In their 
study, four land-cover classes namely Maple (26%, dominant class), mixed deciduous and coniferous 
forest (17%, mid common class), water and oak (5% and 4%, least common classes) were derived 
from 30m TM image and MRB and RRB approaches were used separately to get coarse land cover 
data at resolution ranging from 90m to 990m by increment of 60m. Landscape metrics such as average 
patch size, fractal dimension and aggregation index (AI) were used to assess the effect of aggregation 
approaches. AI of least common class decreased and dominant and mid common classes increased 
across aggregation levels in the case of MRB aggregation approach. RRB caused decrease in AI of all 
classes, but more rapidly for highly aggregated class (water) than other classes. Average patch size of 
all classes increased, but the fractal dimension of all classes decreased across aggregation levels in the 
case of both MRB and RRB approaches. But, all classes exhibited linear decrease in fractal dimension 
for RRB approach. 
 
A new method called point- centered, distance weighted, moving window approach (PDW) was de-
veloped by Gardner et al. (2008). It can be used to either increase (aggregation) or decrease (disaggre-
gation) the pixel size of classified image. It means PDW can rescale map in two directions. It Sets 
sample points around center of input grid, calculate normalized frequency distribution, f , of sampled 
cover types, randomly select cover type from f and assign it to output grid. This approach preserves the 
class proportions through aggregation levels. Rescaling by PDW is based on choice of sampling 
scheme that includes  the selection of three parameters, n – number of sample points, r – resolution of 
sample points, w – distance weighting for estimating  f  to decrease the influence of points that are 
large distance from center of input grid. Variability in three landscape metric area-weighted average 
patch size (S), total amount of edge (G), the number of habitat patches (A) were addressed and total of 
three experiments were performed to assess the effect of PDW on rescaling process. Figure 2.2 show 
the methodology adopted in this work to assess the effect of PDW approach. The first experiment ex-
amined the effect of different sampling schemes by changing n, r and w to rescale the first multifractal 
map (It shows realistic landscape pattern and allows the user to systematically vary resolution and 
cover type proportion ‘p’) from 30m to 15m and second multifractal map from 15m to 30m. Each mul-
tifractal map was generated with single cover type (p = 0.5). It was observed that different sampling 
schemes did not affect ‘S’. Maximum of 3% and 8% change in ‘S’ was observed in the case of aggre-
gating and disaggregating multifractal maps respectively. Increase in n and r produced corresponding 
increase in ‘A’ and ‘G’, while increase in w caused ‘A’ and ‘G’ to decline. The second experiment 
involved the aggregation of 10 m multifractal map (having single cover type) to maps with resolution 
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from 15 to 40m and disaggregation of 40m multifractal map (having single cover type) to maps with 
resolution from 35 to 10m by increments of 5m.  
 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Methodology adopted by Gardner et al. (2008) to assess the effect of PDW approach 

All these maps were also generated by changing the fraction of single cover type, p, ranging from 0.1 
to 0.9 by increment of 0.1. Sampling net was kept fix in these rescaling processes. For all values of p, 
aggregation produced increase in ‘G’ and ‘A’, disaggregation produced decrease in ‘G’ and ‘A’, but 
‘S’ remained relatively constant. The third experiment involved the disaggregation of 30m Landsat 
maps to 10m and comparing of ‘G’, ‘S’, and ‘A’ from disaggregated map to map of same region de-
rived from 10m SPOT image. Sampling scheme was kept fix at n =9, w =1 and r =10m. Metric values 
derived from 10m disaggregated map closely matched the metric values for 10m SPOT maps. Also the 
close resemblance was found in misclassification rate of disaggregated map and 10m SPOT map. As 
the PDW rescaling process depends on the selection of sampling scheme, therefore the use of optimi-
zation technique was suggested to select n, r and w for particular landscape attributes. 
 
Some research works have also addressed the effect on different landscape metrics due to categorical 
aggregation. Turner et al. (1989) examined the effect on three landscape metrics diversity, dominance 
and contagion index (similar to aggregation index) as the resolution of categorical map is coarsened by 
MRB approach. They found that diversity index decreased linearly with decreasing resolution. But 
dominance and contagion did not show consistency through decreasing resolution. Both increase and 
decrease in their values was observed through decreasing resolution, thereby exhibited a non linear 
response. 
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Wickham et al. (1995) analysed diversity and evenness metrics for cover types and evenness metrics 
for edge types. These metrics were estimated from land cover images at spatial resolution of 4, 12, 28 
and 80m. These images were obtained by converting vector land cover data digitized from areal pho-
tograph to raster format using ARC/INFO POLYGRID runtime that assigns to a pixel the land cover 
value comprising most of the pixel area. It was found that both diversity and evenness metrics are pre-
dictable over the 4 to 80m pixel range and showed nearly constant trend up to 80m pixel size.    
 
Wu et al. (2002) investigated the response of 19 landscape metrics to increasing pixel size at the land-
scape level. MRB approach was used in their study to aggregate the pixels of 30m Landsat land use 
and land cover map. According to the responses of 19 landscape metrics with increasing pixel size, 
landscape metrics were divided into three categories. Type I metrics include 13 metrics. Some of them 
are number of patches, edge density, area-weighted mean patch fractal dimension, square pixel index, 
largest patch index. These metrics showed predictable response and simple scaling relation (repre-
sented by linear, power-law equation that relates landscape metrics with pixel size) with increasing 
pixel sizes. Type II metrics include patch richness, patch richness density and shannon diversity index. 
These metrics did not show unique simple scaling relationship and decreased in a staircase-like fashion 
with increasing pixel size. Type III metrics include contagion, landscape fractal dimension, mean 
patch shape index and mean patch fractal dimension. These metrics exhibited an erratic response with 
increasing pixel size and the shape of their response curves was sensitive to the specific landscape pat-
tern. Wu (2004) in his study also examined the response of 17 landscape metrics to increasing pixel 
size at the class level. MRB approach was used again to aggregate the pixels of 30m Landsat land use 
and land cover map in order to obtain different coarse resolution maps. Two categories were found for 
landscape metrics calculated at class level. The first category exhibited consistence scaling relationship 
with respect to increasing pixel size. Some of metrics of this category are number of patches, edge 
density, square pixel, landscape shape index. The second category exhibited unpredictable behaviour 
with no consistent scaling relationship. This category includes class area, mean patch shape index, 
double log fractal dimension. 
 
These studies examined the response of landscape metrics with decreasing resolution and aggregation 
of fine resolution classified image was used to obtain different coarse resolution classified image. 
These studies did not focus the correspondence between landscape metrics derived from aggregated 
classified image at some level and that derived directly from classified image of actual satellite data at 
the same resolution. Saura (2004) addressed these issues by taking six landscape metrics, number of 
patches (NP), mean patch size (MPS), edge length (EL), largest patch index (LPI), landscape division 
(LD) and patch cohesion (PC) index. These metrics were computed at class level from the 180m clas-
sified image derived from the aggregation of 30m Landsat TM classified image using MRB approach 
and that derived from the image obtained by resampling of WIFS image to 180m. No resemblance was 
found between the corresponding values of NP, MPS and EL derived from these two classified im-
ages, but LPI, LD and PC did not show a systematic difference. Different coarse resolution classified 
images were also obtained by the aggregation of 30m TM classified image using MRB approach and it 
was found that LPI and MPS tend to increase and LD decreased with increasing pixel size. LPI and 
LD showed a similar variation trend as a function of spatial resolution. NP and EL decreased rapidly 
with increasing pixel size. It was also concluded that among the six indices LD and LPI are most suit-
able for direct comparison of landscape fragmentation using image with different spatial resolution. 
 
The definition and mathematical formula of above mentioned Landscape metrics can be found in the 
concerned journals. 
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2.3. Aggregation of continuous image 

The average or mean based numerical aggregation method average the DN values of specified input 
cells of fine resolution image and assign the result to one cell to get coarse resolution image. To assess 
the effect of aggregation, Bian (1997) used mean based aggregation approach to aggregate 30m bio-
mass index image and 30m DEM data. 33×33 and 75×75 pixels aggregation of both images was per-
formed separately to coarsen their resolution. Resolution obtained by 75-pixel aggregation was equiva-
lent to the dominant operational scale (the average distance of 60-80 pixels from a ridge feature to an 
adjacent valley feature in elevation data) of elevation data. It was found that small scaled features (lin-
ear feature such as shrubs) present in biomass index image were filtered out during aggregation and 
net elevation patterns emerged. Aggregation of elevation data did not reveal any new pattern. A linear 
regression was applied at original 30m resolution and each aggregation level to relate biomass index as 
the dependent variable to elevation as the independent variable. Steady increase in R2 value was ob-
served up to 75-pixel resolution, which showed that elevation alone was sufficient to provide an ex-
planation of biomass variation at coarse resolutions. Variance of both biomass and elevation data de-
creased across aggregation levels, that explained smoothing effect caused by the mean based aggrega-
tion method. 
 
Other numerical aggregation methods include median aggregation method and central pixel resam-
pling. In median aggregation method, median of DN values of specified input cells of fine resolution 
image is assigned to one coarse resolution output cell. Under central pixel aggregation method, the DN 
value of coarse resolution cell is assigned by taking central pixel DN value of specified input cells of 
fine resolution image. Bian et al. (1999) in their study evaluated the effect caused by mean, median 
and central pixel aggregation method. Thirty realizations of simulated images of resolution 30m 
(512×512 pixels) were generated with two predefined spatial autocorrelation structure having range of 
30 and 10 pixels. These aggregation methods were applied on the each realization of simulated images 
to get ten aggregation levels using different pixels aggregation ranging from 3×3 to 81×81 pixels win-
dow. Mean values of aggregated images exhibited a constant trend across aggregation levels in the 
case of mean and median aggregation method, but standard deviation values showed a non linear de-
creasing trend. The decreasing rate of standard deviation was higher and remained constant up to 
around 10×10 pixels window aggregation. This rate became slower by further increase in pixels win-
dow and standard deviation tended towards stabilization. Central pixel aggregation approach caused a 
fluctuating trend of both mean and standard deviation values of aggregated images about those of 
original 30m simulated image with increase in range of variation across aggregation levels. By visual 
interpretation of aggregated images generated by these three aggregation approach, it was found that 
mean and median method produced almost identical aggregated images. Central pixel method main-
tained the contrast and basic pattern of original 30m image within spatial autocorrelation range better 
than other two methods. To study the aggregation error, error images were created in the case of each 
aggregation approach. To create error image, aggregated value of each pixels window was subtracted 
from each pixel value of that window. In this way, error image maintained the original size of 
512×512 pixels. In the case of mean and median aggregation approach, mean values of error images 
varied about zero value and range of variation slightly increased across aggregation levels. Standard 
deviation values started approaching the constant level after 30×30 pixels aggregation. Central pixel 
showed greater magnitude and variation in mean and standard deviation values of error images than 
the other two methods. These variations were large at aggregation levels greater than the spatial auto-
correlation range. On the basis of all these observation, it was suggested that spatial autocorrelation 
ranges is helpful to choose appropriate aggregation level that can help confine the magnitude of errors 
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produced by aggregation method. Also the knowledge of trend of errors through aggregation can help 
assess the accuracy of outcome of model in which aggregated data are used. 
 
The effect of K-average and fractal based aggregation approach were addressed by Gupta et al. (2000). 
Mean and median aggregation approach were also addressed. “In the case of K- average method, the 
average of three nearest gray levels in the case of 2×2 integration and six nearest gray levels in the 
case of 3×3 integration size were computed”. To apply the fractal based aggregation, fractal dimension 
component was computed and added to mean of DN values of specified pixels window to get aggre-
gated value. To assess the effect on class proportions due to aggregation, LISS II (36.2m) and LISS I 
(72.5) were aggregated separately to different levels by mean method. Maximum likelihood classifica-
tion was used to classify images at each aggregation levels. Decrease in proportions of all classes was 
observed, but for low reflectance feature (water), there was sudden drop of 40 % in proportion. In both 
cases, decrease in class proportions was observed as an increase in proportion of   unclassified pixels. 
To assess the effect of aggregation on correlation coefficient, LISS II image (4-bands) was aggregated 
to 72.5m resolution by mean, median, K-average, fractal based method separately and correlated with 
observed pixel values from LISS I image (72.5m, 4-bands) in all bands for all cover types. It was 
found that fractal method gave best correlations for agriculture, water than other methods. Barren land 
exhibited better correlation for fractal method in blue and green band. In red and NIR band, little 
higher correlation was observed for barren land (having low reflectance value) in the case of other 
methods, but it was due to noise that was also getting correlated. For sparse vegetation and shadow, K-
average and mean method exhibited better correlation than fractal in all bands, but noise due to 
shadow again contributed here in correlation coefficient. As the fractal method eliminated the noise, 
which could not be eliminated by other methods, the fractal method was addressed better than other 
methods for low reflectance cover types (barren land and sparse vegetation). For hill without vegeta-
tion, correlation values observed in blue and green bands were comparable for all methods.  
 
Gupta et al. (2002) again analysed the effect of aggregation on correlation coefficient for frequency 
domain aggregation. For which, the high frequency component in Fourier Transform of the 36.5m 
LISS II image was removed and after that inverse Fourier transform was performed. Then the Fourier 
transform LISS II image was aggregated to 72.5m using mean and fractal method. This method pro-
vided a high correlation between aggregated LISS II image and LISS I image for mixed class (having 
tobacco, banana, water and barren land) also in case of both aggregation methods, which showed that 
frequency domain aggregation can handle the heterogeneity in aggregated image. For other classes 
having single feature (such as marshy land, turbid water), fractal method exhibited better correlation 
value over mean method. 
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3. Study area & Data processing 

This chapter explores the study area, data used, their pre-processing. Section 3.1 describes the study 
area, section 3.2 describes the remotely sensed data used and section 3.3 describes the processing of 
remotely sensed data. 
 

3.1. Study area 

  The study area lies between 30.780 N to 30.980 N and 75.200 E to 75.410 E. which covers the part of 
three districts of state Punjab (India) namely are Ludhiana, Firozpur and Moga. The study area is situ-
ated in almost center part of Punjab. Climate of the area is usually dry except a brief spell of Monsoon 
season, a very hot summer and bracing winter. The total annual rainfall is 600-700 cm and about 70% 
of the rainfall is received during the period of July to September. The topography of the area is typical 
representative of an alluvial plain and due to this agriculture is the main practice of livelihoods in the 
area. Major crops of the area are rice and cotton in Kharif season (summer). During Rabi season (win-
ter), the major crops productions are wheat and potato. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Map not to scale 

 

Figure 3.1 Location of study area and corresponding LISS-III image 
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Figure 3.1 shows the location of study area and its corresponding LISS-III image. Study area com-
prises approximately 72% agriculture fields, 16% Fallow lands, 12% settlement and 0.35 % water 
body. All classes are present in distributed pattern of large number of complex shaped patches having 
variety of sizes. The areal extent of study area covers 43404 hectares.  Prior field knowledge of the 
area and availability of satellite image was the criteria of selection of study area.  
     

3.2. Data used 

LISS-III is a medium resolution Linear Imaging Self Scanner on board IRS – P6 (RESOURCESAT 1) 
satellite built by ISRO, India. It operates in four spectral bands. Out of which two are in visible band 
(green and red), one in near infra red (NIR) band and last one in short wave infrared (SWIR) band 
with 23.5 m spatial resolution. In this study, satellite image over study area acquired by LISS-III sen-
sor has been taken as a reference/ base image. Different aggregation approaches have been applied on 
LISS-III image to get a coarse spatial resolution levels. The acquisition date of LISS-III image is 23rd 
January 2008. The spectral characteristics of the LISS-III image are listed in table 1.1. 
 

                 Table 3.1 LISS-III band information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3. Processing of satellite data 

LISS-III image was provided as a video data in Band Interleaved by Line (BIL) format and it was im-
ported in using ERDAS Imagine software using its header information. Due to the curvature of earth, 
satellite image is subjected to distortions. Therefore, before the LISS-III image could be used for fur-
ther processing, it is necessary to geometrically correct it. LISS-III image was geometrically registered 
with respect Survey of India toposheets No. 44N/1 and 44N/5 at scale 1: 50,000 scale. The permanent 
features like road crossing, canal crossing and turnings were selected on both image and toposheets for 
ground control points. A total of 100 GCPs were selected for final geometric registration of LISS-III in 
UTM projection with WGS 84 North spheroid and datum and zone 43. The root mean square error 
during geo registration was not more than half pixel. Finally square subset of geo-registered LISS-III 
image (shown in figure 3-1) was taken for further processing. The reason behind taking the square 
subset was to avoid the effect of ‘NoData’ value cells from aggregation.  
 
  

Band Wave length 
(µm) 

Spatial  
Resolution (m) 

Radiometric  
Resolution 

Band1(Green) 0.52 – 0.59 23.5  Unsigned 8 bit 

Band2(Red) 0.62-0.68 23.5  Unsigned 8 bit 

Band3(NIR) 0.77-0.86 23.5  Unsigned 8 bit 

Band4(SWIR) 1.55-1.70 23.5 Unsigned 8 bit 
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4. Methodology  

In present research, 23.5m LISS III image has been considered as a fine resolution image. This is con-
sidered as reference or base image. Categorical aggregation approaches have been applied on land use 
and land cover map of LISS III image to get the aggregation levels as shown in table 1. Numerical ag-
gregation approaches have been applied directly on LISS III image to get same aggregation levels as 
shown in table 4.1 and then land use and land cover classification was performed on images obtained 
at each level. Figure 4.1 & 4.4 explains the methodology of present work. First part deals with cate-
gorical aggregation and second part deals with numerical aggregation approaches.  
  

4.1. Methedology flow chart 

 

4.1.1. Implementation of categorical aggregation approaches 

 

Figure 4.1 Flow diagram showing implementation of categorical aggregation approaches 
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4.1.2. Implementation of numerical aggregation approaches 

 

Figure 4.2 Flow diagram showing implementation of numerical aggregation approaches 

4.1.3. Brief explanation of flow chart 

 

Table 4.1 Aggregation levels and corresponding resolution 

 

 
 

Comment - To obtain each level, 23.5 m pixels of LISS III image (may be regarded as reference level) 
were aggregated using different pixels window. 
1. Categorical aggregation approach – LISS-III (23.5m) continuous image was classified using super-
vised FCM algorithm. The soft output of FCM was defuzzified to get per pixel land use and land cover 
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class map, whose accuracy assessment was done using same LISS-III continuous image. The area of 
each class was calculated and taken as a reference area. Aggregation approaches namely majority rule-
based, random rule-based (He et al. 2002) and Point-centered, distance-weighted, moving window 
method (Gardner et al. 2008) were separately applied to aggregate the classified image to achieve 
third, fifth and seventh aggregation levels that correspond to resolution of 70.5m, 117.5m, 164.5m. To 
achieve each level, LISS III classified image (23.5m) was aggregated directly using 3×3, 5×5, 7×7 
window size instead of using previous aggregation level. It is called independent aggregation scheme 
as opposed to the iterative aggregation scheme in which the aggregation to the next level is based on 
the already-aggregated image of initial fine resolution image that would introduce more errors (Wu et 
al. 2002, 2004). Value of following indicators were calculated from LISS- III classified image and 
obtained aggregated classified images in the case of each aggregation approach.  

a) Area of each class in terms of class proportion. 
b) Corrected proportion of each class using calibration based model. (explained in section 4.6) 
c) Spatial properties of each class (explained in section 4.5) 

          
Pattern of change across aggregation levels of all above indicators were used to analyze the effect of 
MRB, RRB and PDW categorical aggregation approach. 
          
2. Numerical aggregation approaches --  First coarse resolution images (70.5m, 117.5m, 164.5m) were 
achieved by directly aggregating pixel values of LISS III image using Mean and Central pixel resam-
pling (Bian et al. 1999) aggregation approaches. Independent aggregation was also used in this case. 
Each obtained image was classified using FCM algorithm and defuzzified to get per pixel land use and 
land cover class map. Accuracy assessment of classified images at each aggregation level was done by 
considering the aggregated continuous images at the corresponding levels as a reference data.  The 
value of indicators explained at a, b and c were calculated for each obtained image to assess numerical 
aggregation effect. One other indicator was also calculated in this case as follows  
d) Statistical property of LISS III image and all obtained aggregated images at all aggregation levels 
for each algorithm (explained in section 4.7) 
 
Pattern of change across aggregation levels of indicators a, b, c and d were used to analyze the effect 
of Mean and CPR aggregation approach. 
 
Detailed explanation of FCM classification, all aggregation approaches and indicators are explained in 
subsequent sections. 
 

4.2. Supervised fuzzy c-mean classification 

Fuzzy c-mean is soft classification technique to classify remotely sensed image in which partial be-
longingness (fuzzy membership) of each class in image is assigned to each pixel. FCM algorithm is 
based on following steps (Lucieer, 2004): 
1. Objects to be classified are randomly assigned into c cluster. 
2. The center of each cluster is calculated as the weighted average of attribute (pixel value) of the ob-

jects. 
3. Objects are reallocated among the classes according to the relative similarity between objects and 

clusters that is based on distance measures by Euclidean distance or Mahalanobis distance.    
4. Reallocation proceeds by iteration until the similar objects are grouped together in a cluster. 
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The membership of the ith object to the cth cluster of n number of classes gives their degree of affinity 
with the centroid of the class and it is defined as: 
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Where d is the distance measure used for similarity and q is the fuzzy exponent that determines the 
level of fuzziness or class overlap. If the value of q = 1 then it is essentially the hard clustering [Bez-
dek, 1984] and no overlap is allowed. This FCM clustering algorithm is unsupervised, but it can be 
made supervised by providing training data. In this case the class centroid are determined by training 
data. This reduces the clustering algorithm to a one step calculation that results in fuzzy membership 
value for each pixel in each of defined classed.  
 
Fuzzy based classifiers are suitable when there is confusion in class definition and it gives better result 
than traditional hard classifiers such as MLC (Tso et al. 2001). In the LISS-III image, four dominant 
land use/ land cover classes were identified; water body, agriculture field, fallow land and settlement. 
It was found that there is class confusion among different classes, for example agriculture with fallow 
land and water with fallow land in that image. For this reason, supervised FCM classification approach 
was used to classify the LISS-III image into above mentioned four classes. Supervised FCM classifica-
tion was performed in PARBAT software developed by Arco Lucieer (Lucieer, 2003). Training data 
for each class is provided by generating Region of interest (ROI) using ENVI software. PARBAT fa-
cilitates the user to choose both Euclidean distance or Mahalanobis distance and value of q for classifi-
cation. Foddy (1996) stated that in most of the clustering cases q =2.0 produce the accurate fuzzy clas-
sification result. Kumar et. al. (2007), in their study, found that FCM with Euclidean distance per-
forms better in comparison to the Mahalanobis distance. So for this research FCM with Euclidean dis-
tance and q = 2 were adopted to classify LISS-III image. FCM classifier using PARBAT generates 
fractional image for each class, which shows the fuzzy membership value of that class in each pixel of 
image. It also generates the defuzzified output in which class label of maximum membership value in 
each pixel is assigned to that pixel. This gives per pixel classified image. In this work, defuzzified out-
put of LISS-III has been taken as the categorical aggregation approaches, calibration based model ap-
proach and estimation of spatial properties can be carried out only using per pixel classified image. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to assess the accuracy of those fractional images in comparison to the 
ground truth/reference data (Foody, 2002). To report the accuracy of fuzzy classified image, defuzzifi-
cation approach was adopted and per pixel classified image was generated from those fractional im-
ages (Gopal et al. 1994). 
 
Supervised FCM classification approach was also used to classify the images obtained at each aggre-
gation levels using numerical aggregation approaches and per pixel classified images were obtained 
due to the same reason mentioned above.    
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4.3. Accuracy assessment of classified images 

Fine resolution image can be taken as reference data for classification accuracy assessment of coarse 
resolution image. In this case, the classification accuracy of coarse resolution image may be affected 
by the difference in resolution. Fine resolution image may contain lot of heterogeneity and the classifi-
cation accuracy will not reflect the accuracy at coarse scale. For this reason, accuracy assessment of 
LISS-III classified image (reference image) and all classified images obtained after classification of 
aggregated images in the case of numerical aggregation approaches was judged against the images at 
corresponding resolutions. ERDAS Imagine software was used to address the classification accuracy 
by visual interpretation.  
    
Furthermore, the main objective of the research is to analyze the effect of different aggregation ap-
proaches. In the case of numerical aggregation approaches, it is necessary to reduce or quantify the 
effect of classification on aggregated images. If the original aggregated image is used for accuracy as-
sessment then only it is possible to quantify the effect of FCM classifier on particular aggregation 
level. Instead of it, if another fine resolution dataset is used as reference data then accuracy or per-
formance of a classifier is not judged against the aggregated image as the resolution is also a factor of 
accuracy. To resolve this issue here original aggregated image was used as reference data in order to 
address the effect of FCM classification at that particular aggregation level. 
 

4.4. Aggregation approaches 

23.5m LISS-III classified image was aggregated to get classified images at coarse resolution 70.5, 
117.5 and 165.5 m. It was achieved by running 3×3, 5×5, 7×7 window on LISS-III classified image 
row wise starting from upper left corner. A single class was selected among classes assigned to LISS- 
III pixels within specified window size in order to assign it to aggregated pixel. Selection of class is 
based on different categorical aggregation approaches, which have been described in section 4.4.1.1, 
4.4.1.2 and 4.4.1.3. 
 
In the case of numerical aggregation, each band of LISS-III continuous image was aggregated to 
coarse resolution 70.5, 117.5 and 165.5m separately. It was achieved by running 3×3, 5×5, 7×7 win-
dow on each band of LISS-III. DN value of aggregated pixel was estimated by mathematical process-
ing or selection of DN values of LISS-III pixels within specified window size. Assignment of DN val-
ues to aggregated pixel is based on different numerical aggregation approaches, which have been de-
scribed in section 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2.  
 

4.4.1. Categorical aggregation approaches 

 

4.4.1.1. Majority rule-based (MRB) 

MRB is a type of categorical aggregation approach. It is applied on fine resolution classified image to 
get coarse resolution classified image. MRB is based on the selection of the most frequently occurring 
class (major class) from the specified pixels of input fine resolution grid. This is then assigned to the 
one pixel of output aggregated coarse resolution grid. It is based on the assumption that dominant 
classes will contribute more to represent landscape at coarse resolution than other classes. Figure 4.3 
shows nine pixels (3×3 pixels window) of input grid of 23.5m LISS III classified image with class la-
bels 1, 2 and 3. 
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Figure 4.3 MRB aggregation approach 

 
Five pixels are acquired by class 1, that make it major class in nine pixels of input grid. MRB aggre-
gates these nine pixels to get one pixel of resolution 70.5m by selecting class 1 from it and then as-
signing class 1 to one pixel of output grid. 
  
MRB aggregation approach can be applied in ERDAS using the option 
Interpreter -> Utilities -> Aggie  
But when there are two major classes within specified pixels of input grid, a class label having low in 
value is assigned to one pixel of output grid. For example, if out of nine pixels in figure 3, four pixels 
have label 3 and four pixels have label 2, then no major class is found and label 2 is assigned to the 
output aggregated pixel. There is no valid reason behind it. In ERDAS, one can also give priority of 
any class to be selected. But it will create bias. 
 
In ARC MAP, MRB can be achieved as for example by first running following commands in com-
mand line  
BlockStatistics <input raster> <output raster> "Rectangle 3 3 Cell" MAJORITY DATA  
 
That assigns majority class label to each of nine pixels of input grid and then grid is resampled using 
nearest neighbour with cell factor 3. If there are two major classes in nine pixels of input grid, then 
‘NoData’ is assigned to output aggregated pixel. It will create holes in image that will affect the meas-
urement of spatial properties. 
 
In order to resolve these two problems, a code has been written in the R programming language to ap-
ply MRB aggregation approach in this work. It provides the random selection of class among two or 
more major classes, if they are present in specified pixels of input grid. Otherwise major class will be 
selected. It will not create any hole in image and will remove the bias to select class between two or 
more major classes. Developed MRB code accepts the ASCII format of classified image and generates 
aggregated output in ASCII format at desired aggregation level. 
 

4.4.1.2. Random rule-based aggregation approach (RRB) 

RRB is another type of categorical aggregation approach that is applied on fine resolution classified 
image to coarsen its resolution. It is based on random selection of class among the classes present in 
specified pixels of input grid. Selected class is then assigned to one pixel of output aggregated coarse 
resolution grid.  Figure 4.4 shows the RRB approach applied on nine pixels of input grid of LISS-III   
classified image with class label 1, 2 and 3 to get pixel at 70.5m resolution. 
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Figure 4.4 RRB aggregation approach 

Randomly selected class among these classes are assigned to the output aggregated pixel, but the prob-
ability that the class is selected to present an aggregated pixel is proportional to its presence in input 
data (He et al. 2002). RRB is based on the assumption that it may preserve the class proportions 
through aggregation levels. 
 
Code has been developed in the R programming language to apply RRB aggregation approach for pre-
sent work. It accepts the ASCII format of classified image for aggregation and generates output in 
ASCII format at desired aggregation level.  
As the RRB is based on random selection of class, different realizations of output aggregated classified 
image at same coarse resolution may be achieved. Different realizations may differ in class proportions 
and spatial properties. In order to assess the variability in realization, RRB has been applied 100 times 
on LISS-III classified image to get 100 realizations of aggregated output at each aggregation level 
(Table 4.1). Then class proportions and spatial properties have been estimated for each realization and 
their variations have been reported. In order to assess the general effect of RRB through aggregation 
levels, only one realization has been considered for each aggregation level. 
 

4.4.1.3. Point-centered, Distance-weighted, moving window method (PDW) 

PDW is also a type of categorical aggregation approach proposed by Gardner et al. (2008). It can be 
used to either decrease (aggregation) or increase (disaggregation) classified image resolution. PDW is 
based on four step process for changing resolution. Figure 4.5 shows the aggregation of nine pixels of 
fine resolution classified image by PDW to get coarsen resolution pixel. The four steps are as follows. 
 
1. The center point, Cij is located on the coarse resolution pixel (crosshair in Figure 4.5(1)). The loca-
tion of Cij is expressed in real dimension (decimal fraction of meters) rather than as integer value of 
grid coordinated. 
 
2. A set of n sampling points (sampling net) are placed on original fine resolution pixel with a center 
of sampling points at location Cij (Figure 4.5(2)). The sampling points may be of any number and reso-
lution r that is the distance between two points in sampling net. Figure 5 shows the n = 9 and r equal to 
fine resolution pixel size. 
 
3. The types and frequency of classes at the sampling points are enumerated and corresponding cumu-
lative frequency distribution f is estimated (Figure 4.5(3)). 
 
4. Finally the random selection of class from f is performed and selected class is assigned to coarse 
resolution pixel located at Cij (Figure 4.5(4)). 
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Figure 4.5 Aggregation by PDW (source PDW documentation) 

PDW allows the assignment of weight w to the points in sampling net in order to decrease the influ-
ence of points from center Cij. Three alternative distance-weighted sampling methods can be used: no 
weighting (all points have equal effect), simple inverse distance weighting, or inverse squared distance 
weighting. Both PDW and RRB approach use the random selection logic to select class from input 
grid, therefore in this respect there is similarity between both approaches. However the PDW approach 
incorporates various parameters to generate output, which is not present in RRB approach. This differ-
entiates PDW from RRB approach.    
 
All the steps written above are based on PDW documentation. More detailed explanation of PDW ap-
proach was provided in appendix. 
 
PDW approach was applied by using its WindowTM executable downloaded from the website 
www.al.umces.edu/PDW.htm . This executable uses a command line interface. PDW executable ac-
cepts the ASCII format of classified image with no header information and generate coarse resolution 
classified image in ASCII format. During execution, the choice of n, r and w are entered. Output of 
PDW depends on the choice of these parameters. There are eight choices for n; 1, 5, 9, 13, 21, 25, 45 
and 49. If the value for r is set to 0, then distance between points of sampling net will be equal to the 
fine resolution pixel size, otherwise different integer value of r can be selected. If value of r is taken 
less than fine resolution pixel size, the points in sampling net may overlap to each other. 
 
The value of r can be taken greater than fine resolution pixel size. But if it is not a multiple of fine 
resolution pixel size, sampling points may again overlap to each other (based on PDW source code). 
For this reason r should be taken 0 or multiple of fine resolution pixel size. There are three choice for 
w; 0(no weight), 1 (inverse distance weight) and 2(inverse squared distance weight). As the assign-
ment of class to coarse resolution pixel is based on random selection of class from f, random number 
seed is also given during execution to avoid the different realization of aggregated classified image at 
same coarse resolution due to random selection. Value of random number seed should be negative and 
less than 210(PDW documentation). Different outputs can be realized by changing random number 
seed. 
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In present work, n = 9 and r = 0 has been taken in the case of aggregation of 23.5m LISS-III classified 
image to get the resolution of 70.5m (aggregation level 3). It is due to the reason that these choices of 
n and r will distribute the points of sampling net to nine LISS-III pixels (3×3 pixels window) that will 
aggregate to one 70.5m pixel. Light and dark grey colour in Figure 4.6 represents this distribution. 
Dark grey colour shows the center of sampling net.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.6 Distribution of sampling net for n = 9 and r = 0 

In this manner, sampling points will not go outside from the support size (70.5m) of coarse resolution 
pixel and assignment of class in output aggregated pixel (70.5m) will be the result of processing of 
classes present only within this 3×3 pixels window. In this way, any analysis of output aggregated 
classified image will be the representative of measurement scale that is being considered. 
For the similar reason, n = 25 and r = 0 has been taken to obtain aggregation level 5 (117.5m) using 
5×5 LISS-III pixels window and n = 49 and r = 0 has been taken to obtain aggregation level 7 (167.50) 
using 7×7 LISS-III pixels window. 
 
But the choice of w and random number seed can still give different realization of output aggregated 
classified image at the same aggregation level. In order obtain different realizations at aggregation 
level 3; hundred random number seeds were generated in R Programming. For each choice of w (0, 1 
and 2) and random number seed, aggregated output was generated by PDW. The choice of n and r has 
been kept fixed as described above. This process generated a total of 300 realizations for aggregation 
level 3. The similar process was applied to generate 300 realizations for each of aggregation level 5 
and 7. In this way, a total of 900 realizations were generated by PDW. Different realizations may dif-
fer in class proportions and spatial properties, which were estimated for each realization to assess the 
variability in PDW output for each aggregation level. To assess the general effect of PDW through 
aggregation levels, w = 1 and random number seed = -17161817 (given in PDW documentation) has 
been taken for each aggregation level. 
 

4.4.2. Numerical aggregation approaches 

4.4.2.1. Mean aggregation approach 

Mean or average is a type of numerical aggregation approach that is applied on continuous image. It 
estimates the mean of DN values over specified pixels of input grid and assigns the result in one pixel 
of output coarse resolution grid. It is based on the assumption that pixel or reflectance value for any 
ground area will be the integrated reflectance value of all objects over the corresponding area on the 
ground (Bian et al. 1999). Figure 4.7 shows the mean approach applied to nine red band pixels of 
LISS-II image to get 70.5m coarse resolution red band pixel. 
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Figure 4.7 Mean aggregation approach 

Mean aggregation approach was applied to each band of LISS-III image separately and then coarse 
resolution bands were stacked to get RGB image at all aggregation levels 3, 5 and 7. This approach 
was implemented in this work through code developed in the R- programming language that accept the 
ASCII format of each band of image and generates output in ASCII format at desired aggregation 
level. 
 

4.4.2.2. Central pixel resampling 

CPR is also a type of numerical aggregation approach. It selects an original central pixel value of 
specified pixels of input grid and assigns it to one pixel of output coarse resolution grid (Bian et al. 
1999). It is suitable to obtain a coarse resolution image at resolution, which is odd multiple of resolu-
tion of fine grided image as it involves the selection of central pixel. The assumption behind CPR may 
be thought in terms of sensor characteristics. Remote sensors receive the radiation from certain area of 
ground (regarded as perfect square piece) that is called instantaneous field of view, IFOV. Sensor pre-
sent non-linear point spread function; it means that the objects located near the center of IFOV con-
tribute more strongly to the output signal than those farther from it (Saura 2004). CPR nearly follows 
the same assumption by assigning the radiance value of central object of input grid to coarse resolution 
pixel at which this central object may be regarded as strongly contributing object to radiance value.    
Figure 4.8 shows the CPR approach applied to nine red band pixels of LISS-II image to get 70.5m 
coarse resolution red band pixel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.8 CPR aggregation approach 

CPR aggregation approach was applied to each band of LISS-III image separately and then coarse 
resolution bands were stacked to get RGB image at all aggregation levels 3, 5 and 7. This approach 
was implemented in this work through code developed in R- programming language that accept the 
ASCII format of each band of image and generates aggregated output of each band in ASCII format.  
 

4.5. Landscape metrics to assess spatial properties 

Landscape metrics are used to quantify the spatial properties such as clumpiness, complexity of land 
use/ cover class or patch in landscape. As the classified image is aggregated, the change in spatial 
properties can be observed. Therefore landscape metrics are useful to assess the effect of spatial ag-
gregation. There is wide variety of landscape metrics but many of them are correlated with each other. 
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Riitters et al. (1995) examined 55 landscape metrics to show their statistical dependency and inde-
pendency. They concluded that the information contained in the 55 metrics can be communicated by 
following few metrics; Dominance, Contagion, Fractal Dimension using Perimeter/Area ratio, Average 
Patch Perimeter/Area ratio, Number of attribute classes. Dominance index is a measure of dominance 
that denotes either the landscape is dominated by one/few class or there are many classes in landscape 
having approximately equal proportions (O’Neill et al. 1988). Dominance index exhibited an inconsis-
tence result through different aggregation levels of categorical image (Turner et al. 1989). Hence it is 
not suitable to assess the spatial aggregation effect. Contagion index (CI) measure the degree to which 
spatial pattern of landscape is aggregated or clumped and Fractal dimension (FD) index capture the 
shape complexity of spatial patterns (O’Neill et al. 1988). Spatial aggregation produces generalization 
of landscape or changes the spatial patterning that affects its clumpiness or shape complexity. There-
fore these indices may be used to capture the spatial changes through aggregation levels. He et al. 
(2000) introduced a new index to quantify degree of clumpiness of spatial patterns and named it Ag-
gregation index (AI). In their study, they showed that CI does not always reflect the clumpiness of spa-
tial patterns as its measurement depends on landscape composition. CI exhibited less contagion for the 
more clumped landscape. It was found that AI reflected the clumpiness more precisely than CI. AI is a 
class specific index that can measure clumpiness of spatial patterns within a single class in landscape. 
AI index can also be used to measure overall landscape clumpiness. But CI only measures the clumpi-
ness of overall landscape. AI showed an advantage over CI as it is independent of landscape composi-
tion. Inconsistence result of CI through aggregation levels was also reported by Turner et al. (1989), 
Riitters et al. (1995), and Li et al. (2004).   
 
FD index can be used to measure the shape complexity of spatial patterns at class level as well as land-
scape level. It is based on the assumption of power law relationship between perimeter and area. For a 
single class, it is measured by means of linear regression in which ln(parameter) is plotted against 
ln(Area) for all patches in class. Two times the slope of regression line is regarded as fractal dimension 
of that class. Frohn (1997) examined the problems in the measurement of FD and also the advantage of 
Square Pixel Index (SqP) that also measure the shape complexity. They showed that perimeter area 
regression to estimate FD creates a number of problems including goodness of fit of regression line, 
spread of data and need of adequate number of patches. Value of FD was estimated less than its theo-
retical minimum value (that is 1) in the case when there were availability of small number of patches 
and a very limited range of perimeter/area values among patches. It was also observed that two land-
scapes having similar pattern exhibited a large difference in FD value. None of these problems were 
faced in using SqP as it does not assume power law relationship between perimeter and area. Li et al. 
(2004) also reported the inconsistence result of FD but predictable and consistence behaviour of SqP 
through aggregation levels was found by Frohn et al. (2006).  
 
Due to all above mentioned facts, AI and SqP has been taken in present work to quantify the spatial 
properties of class such as clumpiness and shape complexity at each level of spatial aggregation.  
 

4.5.1. Aggregation Index (AI) 

AI is a class specific index that measures the aggregation level or clumpiness of particular class in 
landscape present in raster data (He et al. 2000) AI for class ‘i’ is formulated as: 
 

                                            AIi = ei,i / max_ei,i                                                                       Eq 4.2 
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Where ei,i is the total edge shared by class i itself and max_ei,i is the largest possible number of shared 
edges for class i . The shared edges are counted only once in AI. In raster data, if Ai is the area of class 
i , n is the side of theoretical largest integer square formed by the number of pixels of class i and m = 
Ai – n2 , then the largest possible number of shared edges for class i , max_ei,i will take one of the fol-
lowing forms: 
                                              max_ei,i  = 2n(n-1),                when m = 0 
                                           max_ei,i  = 2n(n-1)+2m-1,     when m < n, or 
                                           max_ei,i  = 2n(n-1)+2m-2,     when m ≥ 0 
The value of AIi lies between 0 and 1. AI assumes that a class with the highest level of clumpiness (AI 
= 1) is comprised of pixels sharing the most possible edges. AI = 0 shows the class is completely dis-
aggregated having pixels sharing no edges and lowest level of clumpiness is exhibited.  
 
In this work, a code has been written in R programming language to measure the AI of each class at all 
spatial aggregation levels including reference level. The input to this code is provided as ASCII format 
of classified image. 
 

4.5.2. Square Pixel (SqP) 

SqP is an alternative to fractal dimension to quantify the shape complexity of class. The SqP considers 
the perimeter area relationship for raster data structure and normalizes the ratio of perimeter and area 
to value between 0 (perfect square) and 1(maximum perimeter, edge deviation from that of a perfect 
square (Frohn 1997). It is formulated as: 
 

                                           SqP = 1- (4×A1/2 / P)                                         Eq 4.3 
Where, P is the total perimeter of all pixels and A is the total area of all pixels of a particular class.  
In this present work, total perimeter and area of each class at all spatial aggregation levels including 
reference level was estimated using computer software program for spatial pattern analysis, FRAG-
STAT (McGarigal et al. 2002). Then SqP of each class has been estimated by using the formula given 
above. 
 

4.6. Calibration based model for area correction 

Change in class area is observed as the image is aggregated from finer resolution to get coarser resolu-
tion. These changes depend upon the proportion of class which is present in fine resolution image. 
Calibration based model is a tool to correct area of class, which is distorted due to the aggregation ef-
fect. It modifies the area of each class to make it closer to reference area estimates (which is present, 
initially in the fine resolution image). The Calibration method is based on the slope estimator method, 
also called as direct estimator method (Moody et al, 1996; Moody, 1998). 
  
Slope estimator method 
 
It is based on the regression model that establishes the relationship between the estimated class propor-
tion from coarse resolution image and the actual class proportion obtained from finer resolution image/ 
reference data. (Moody et al, 1996) 
 

                                     Pir = β0 + β1 Pi0 + error                                   Eq 4.4  
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Where 
 
 Pir -- Proportion of class ‘i’ at resolution ‘r’ 
 Pi0 -- Proportion of class ‘i’ at reference/ finer resolution image 
 β0   -- Intercept of proportion transition line (explained below) 
 β1   -- Slope of proportion transition line (explained below) 
 
 
 Equation 4.4 can be rearranged as 
                                                     

                                                        Pi0 = (Pir - β0) / β1                                                            Eq 4.5     

  
It is an inverted model by which actual class proportion can be estimated when only coarse resolution 
estimates of class proportion is available. 
 
In this present work, both finer and coarser resolution image was divided into same nine sub regions. 
Actual (fine) and coarse resolution class proportion of each class was calculated in each sub region. It 
gives the number of class proportion pairs for each class. Coarse resolution proportion of all classes in 
all sub regions was regressed against that estimated for finer resolution. Proportion transition line is 
the best fit line obtained after regression of estimated coarse resolution proportions on actual class 
proportions. β0 and β1 are the intercept and slope of best fit line respectively. Proportion transition line 
relates the actual and coarse resolution proportions. 
Same β0 and β1 are used for all class ‘i’ in the inverted model represented by equation 4.5.  
 
Separate calibration model was developed for each coarse resolution image at all aggregation levels in 
the case of each aggregation approach. This model relates the actual or reference class proportion in 
LISS-III image and estimated class proportion from coarse resolution image.  
  
In order to assess the success of calibration based model at each aggregation level, total error was es-
timated according to following formula. 
 

                                               ∑
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                                            Eq 4.6 

  
Where, ‘TEr’ represents the total error at resolution ‘r’. 
 

4.7. Statistical property of images at class level 

 
Local variance method 
Texture analysis of digital image provides a measure of surface property such as coarseness, smooth-
ness and regularity.  Heterogeneity of the scene under observation is affected by the different resolu-
tion of images covering that scene and can be measured using texture analysis (Quattrochi et al. 1997). 
Higher textural value reflects greater degree of heterogeneity in scene under observation. In other 
words, statistical measure like texture analysis indicates the spatial variability in images. If the satellite 
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images are aggregated to higher level using different numerical aggregation approaches, then it can be 
expected that it will affect the heterogeneity or variability of different scene in images in different 
manner. Texture analysis method can provides a useful means to assess the effect of different numeri-
cal aggregation approaches. Local variance is one of the methods in texture analysis. It was proposed 
by Woodcock and Strahler (1987). In this method, 3×3 window passes through the entire image. Each 
pixel of image is considered at its center. The variance of nine pixel values (within 3×3 window) is 
calculated at each position of this window. Finally the average of these variance values is calculated 
over the entire image to estimate the local variance. It indicates the local variability in the image. In 
order to show the heterogeneity of particular scene in image, local variance should be calculated for 
that scene. In this work, local variance of each class has been calculated for each aggregated images 
using Mean and CPR approach as well as base LISS-III image. It indicated the change in heterogeneity 
of each class from that present in base image. The following steps have been followed to calculate lo-
cal variance of each class. 
            

1. Variance image of LISS-III NIR band was created using the code written in R-programming 
language. NIR band was used for the calculation of local variance as it contains maximum in-
formation regarding most of the objects present on Earth surface. It gives maximum reflec-
tance for vegetation (agriculture) which is the most dominating class in image. At the same 
time it shows minimum reflectance value for fallow land and then water. It shows moderate re-
flectance for areas covered by settlement. Therefore, maximum variability in NIR band is 
found. Woodcock and Strahler (1987) aggregated the red band of Thematic Mapper (contains 
maximum variability among all bands) by mean approach and examined the change in local 
variance with decrease in resolution. 

      
2. Classified LISS-III image was used to generate binary image by assigning ‘1’ value to one 

class, say agriculture, and ‘0’ to other classes. This binary image was overlaid on the variance 
image to extract the values of variances that fall within agriculture class. Finally the average of 
these values was taken to compute that local variance of agriculture class. In this way, local 
variance of other classes (settlement, fallow land and water) was computed.  

 
The same steps was used to calculate the local variance of each class at aggregation level 3,5 & 7 in 
the case of both Mean and CPR approach. 
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5. Results & Discussions 

This chapter deals with the results of objectives undertaken in the study. Section 5.1 shows the result 
of classification accuracy. Section 5.2 explores the impact of aggregation approaches on class propor-
tions, Aggregation Index, Square Pixel Index and local variance. Section 5.3 shows the variation in 
different realizations of RRB and PDW.  

5.1. Classification accuracy 

FCM classification accuracy of LISS-III base image was assessed with respect to the same LISS-III 
image. ERDAS Imaging software was used to generate 600 random points (150 points per class) over 
classified image as recommended by Congalton (1991) that the number of testing pixels for accuracy 
assessment should be large enough than the training sample size used to perform supervise classifica-
tion. At each point, class correspondence and confusion between the classified and raw image was 
visually observed to report the overall classification accuracy with user and producer accuracy for wa-
ter, agriculture field, fallow land and settlement. Similarly, 600 random points were also used to calcu-
late the overall classification accuracy of each aggregated image with respect to the raw image at the 
same resolution in the case of numerical aggregation approach. Table 5.1 shows the overall classifica-
tion accuracy with user and producer accuracy (UA and PA) of each class for LISS-III image and all 
aggregated images (at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7) obtained using Mean and CPR aggregation ap-
proach. 

  Table 5.1 Classification accuracy of LISS-III base image and all aggregated images 

 
The uses of same classifier (FCM), accuracy assessment of classified output of aggregated image with 
respect to the image at same resolution using 600 random points and approximate consistency in over-
all accuracy (Table 5.1), ensure that the effect of FCM classifier on class proportions and landscape 
metrics is low. The major effect is contributed by the numerical aggregation approaches used to aggre-
gate LISS-III image.  

MEAN CPR LISS-III 
3 5 7 3 5 7 

 

UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA 

Water 
(%) 

83 94.4 85 93.4 80 90.9 80 86.9 85 94.4 84.3 96.7 82.5 97.1 

Agriculture 
(%) 

89.8 92 89.6 92.3 88.9 93.5 88.4 93.6 89.3 91.9 88.7 93.7 88.9 93.4 

Fallow 
(%) 

80.2 68.2 79.7 70.1 74.6 68.2 74.2 66.9 76.9 67.3 76.8 66.7 76.1 64.5 

Settlement 
(%) 

91.1 94.1 83.6 85.7 88.5 80.2 86.4 79.2 88.5 90 90.4 85.5 89.9 87.9 

Overall 
Accuracy 86.83% 85.33% 84.83% 84.33% 85.67% 86% 86.17% 

Kappa  
statistics 

0.8161 0.7960 0.7607 0.7274 0.80 0.7904 0.7685 
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(a)                                                                             (b) 

 
                                    

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 a) LISS-III continuous image b) LISS-III classified image 

 
 

5.2. Analysis of applied aggregation approaches  

Effect of MRB, RRB, PDW, mean and CPR approaches in aggregating the fine resolution image 
(LISS-III image) was analysed by observing their impact on class proportions, AI of each class, SqP 
index of each class, calibration based model for class proportions correction at three aggregation levels 
(Table 4.1). The increase or decrease in class proportions, AI and SqP value at different aggregation 
levels were calculated with respect to that present in base image. Assessment of local variance values 
showed the change in texture due to mean and CPR approach. Different aggregation approaches uses 
the different logic or mathematical processing to aggregate the image and therefore they produced di-
verse trends in these indicators.       
 

5.2.1. Class proportions 

Four major land use/cover classes were derived from the classified LISS-III image (base image) in first 
level classification scheme. Agriculture class was comprised of about 72% of the landscape and it was 
the most common (dominant) and most clumped class type. Fallow and settlement were moderately 
common class type and comprised of about 16% and 12% of the landscape respectively. Fallow was 
most dispersed class type distributed in small patches over the landscape, but the settlement class oc-
curred as a clumped structure in landscape (Figure 5.1b). Water was the least common class and it con-
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tributed only 0.3% of the landscape. In this study, class percentage was treated as a class proportion. 
Aggregation level ‘1’ in Figure 5.2 shows the class proportion of base image. When the MRB aggre-
gation approach was applied to classified LISS-III image, proportion of agriculture, the dominant 
class, exhibited an increasing trend across aggregation levels (Figure 5.2a). The increase was less 
(about 5%) at aggregation level 3, but it raised with increasing level of aggregation and about 13% 
increase in agriculture proportion was observed at aggregation level 7. Proportion of moderately com-
mon classes exhibited a decreasing trend through aggregation levels, but the slope of decrease for set-
tlement class was much less than fallow class (Figure 5.2a). The decrease in fallow, water and settle-
ment class proportion was 53%, 44% and 10% respectively at aggregation level 7. The small distrib-
uted patches of fallow class in base image reduced the chance of being it a major class in specified cell 
of input grid with increasing levels of aggregation. It resulted in significant decrease (53%) in fallow 
class proportion. For the same reason, significant decrease in water proportion was observed. It is not 
apparent from Figure 5.2a as water class proportion is small (0.3%) with respect to other classes. In 
general MRB approach made the dominant class more dominant and decrease in other moderate and 
least common class proportions. These decreases in proportions were compensated by increase in 
dominant class proportion. These findings were consistence with the results reported elsewhere where 
the effect of MRB aggregation was analysed to coarsen the resolution of land-cover map of Landsat 
TM image (Moody et al. 1995, He et al. 2002).     
 
RRB and PDW aggregation approaches relatively maintained each class proportions through aggrega-
tion levels (Figure 5.2 b & c) with a maximum variation of less than 2% except in the case of water 
class.  Approximately no variation in agriculture class proportion (± 0.1%) was observed in both ap-
proaches.  RRB caused the decrease of about 2% in fallow class proportion and increase of about 2% 
in settlement at aggregation level 5. At other levels, only about ± 0.5% variations in these classes were 
observed, but PDW caused the variation of ± 0.3% in these classes at all aggregation levels. Proportion 
of water class is distorted more by PDW and about 14% decrease was observed at aggregation level 7, 
which was 7.5% increase in the case of RRB. For other levels also, RRB showed less variation in wa-
ter class than PDW. Both RRB and PDW are based on random selection of class from the specified 
cell of input grid. RRB randomly selects the class directly from classes in input grid, but PDW ran-
domly selects it from the cumulative frequency distribution of the classes in specified cells of input 
grid. In both cases, random selection makes the probability for selecting class to represent an aggre-
gated area directly proportional to its presence in the input data. Due to this reason, both approaches, 
in general, made no significant distortion in class proportions and preserved it with increasing level of 
aggregation. Proportion of class, present in abundance (agriculture) was preserved more accurately 
than other classes in both approaches. Significant variation in water proportion is due to low percent-
age in base image than other classes. Overall PDW preserved the class proportions more precisely than 
RRB. The characteristic of RRB and PDW approach to preserve the class proportions was also re-
ported by He et al. (2002) and Gardner et al. (2008). 
 
Mean aggregation approach exhibited an increasing and decreasing trend in class proportion, but af-
fected differently the class proportions than MRB (Figure 5.2d). At each aggregation level, fallow 
class showed a successive increment of about 20% to its previous level and increased by 56 % at ag-
gregation level 7. Proportion of agriculture class was not greatly affected by mean aggregation ap-
proach and only 2% successive decrease in its proportion was observed at each aggregation level. Pro-
portion of settlement class decreased much and it became 31% lower than its proportion in base image 
at aggregation level 7. Water class proportion exhibited a higher decrease of 29% at aggregation level 
3 than other levels, however the rate of decrease was slower than that observed for settlement classes. 
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Figure 5.2 Class proportions of classified LISS-III image aggregated to aggregation level 
3, 5 & 4 using the approaches a) majority rule-based b) random rule-based c) Point cen-
tered, distance weighted, and moving window method d) mean e) central pixel resampling
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Loss in proportions of settlement class mostly contributed to increase in fallow class proportion but 
less than the loss in dominant agriculture class proportion. It may be due to the reason that there are 
large number of very small patches of settlement and agriculture class surrounded by the fallow class 
in the landscape (Figure 5.1a). Mean of DN values at these areas filtered out or reduced the effect of 
these small patches and resulted in DN values close to the fallow class reflectance. As the water class 
is only 0.3% of landscape, therefore the decrease in its proportion did not significantly contribute to 
increase in fallow class proportion. In general, mean approach made the increase in proportion of one 
class (fallow class, i.e. not a dominant class) while there was decrease in proportions of other classes, 
which was not in the case of MRB, where increase in dominant class proportion was observed. Gupta 
et al. (2000) also observed that mean aggregation approach decreased the each class proportion of 
LISS-II land-cover map and it caused increase in proportion under unclassified category.   
 
CPR aggregation approach exhibited nearly similar trend in class proportions as it was observed in the 
case of PDW and RRB. CPR did not change significantly the class proportions with increasing level of 
aggregation (Figure 5.2e). Proportion of agriculture class varied less than 1% through aggregation lev-
els. Maximum of only 8% increase in fallow class proportion was noticed at aggregation level 7. Pro-
portion of settlement class decreased through aggregation levels, but it was not more than 6%. Water 
class proportion showed a significant increase of about 15% at aggregation level 7, but its proportion 
did not change more than 4% up to aggregation level 5. Overall, CPR approach maintained the class 
proportions. A probability, that a DN values of particular class will lie at the center of specified cells 
of input grid (odd window), corresponds nearly to the fraction in which all pixels of landscape reduce 
after aggregation. It made the CPR approach to retain the class proportions with increasing level of 
aggregation.       
                     

5.2.2. Aggregation Index 

AI value of a class reflects that how much clumped or aggregated spatial pattern is presented by that 
class in landscape. Aggregation level 1 in Figure 5.3 shows the AI value of all classes in base image. 
AI value of the agriculture class was highest (0.92). It reflected that agriculture class was present in 
highest aggregated spatial pattern at base image than that of other classes. Settlement class had AI 
value of 0.81, which showed its less aggregated spatial pattern than agriculture class. AI value of fal-
low and water class was nearly equal (0.61 and 0.62), which showed their nearly same, but less aggre-
gated spatial pattern than other classes at base image. These classes were present in landscape with 
large number of small patches, which were dispersed over whole space (Figure 5.1b). It resulted in 
their small and equal AI values. 
 
When base image was aggregated with MRB approach, AI of agriculture first decreased at level 3 with 
very small amount (4%). It was possibly due to interruption of small patches of other classes on its 
aggregated pattern. As aggregation level increased, MRB made the dominant class more clumped that 
resulted in increase in AI of agriculture (Figure 5.3a). AI of fallow and water class decreased in same 
manner through aggregation levels and showed a same aggregated spatial pattern at each level. About 
55% decrease in their AI values was observed at aggregation level 7. It reflected that MRB made the 
dispersed classes more disaggregated. AI of settlement class also decreases through aggregation level, 
but the slope of decrease was lower than that observed in the case of fallow and water class as more 
aggregated spatial pattern was exhibited by settlement class than these classes in base image. The 
slope of decrease in AI values was more up to aggregation level 3, but it became moderate through 
further decrease in spatial resolution. Overall, the aggregation index of dominant class increased and 
moderately and least common classes decreased due to MRB aggregation approach.    
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Figure 5.3 AI of each class in classified LISS-III image aggregated to aggregation level 3, 5 
& 4 using the approaches a) majority rule-based b) random rule-based c) Point centered, 
distance weighted, and moving window method d) mean e) central pixel resampling
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RRB, PDW and CPR affected the clumpiness of spatial pattern of all classes in almost similar manner 
(Figure 5.3 b, c & e). Both RRB and PDW randomly assign the class by selecting it from the classes 
present and their cumulative frequency distribution in specified cells of input grid respectively. It 
caused the less aggregated spatial pattern of each class with increasing level of aggregation. CPR as-
signs the central pixel (class) value of specified cells or window of input grid. It ignores the other pix-
els (class) value. In many cases, patches of one class may fall on the more than one contiguous win-
dow of input grid in which other classes may present at the central location. Selection of centrally lo-
cated class caused the disaggregation of patches of that class and reduced the clumpiness of its spatial 
pattern. It occurred with all classes present in the landscape. This effect increased with increasing win-
dow size and accordingly caused the less aggregated spatial pattern of each class. Result showed that 
AI value of agriculture class was affected equally by all these three approaches and maximum of 13% 
decrease in its AI value was observed at aggregation level 7. The slope of decrease in AI value of agri-
culture class was slower than that of other classes. It was due to its dominant nature and highest 
clumped pattern in base image. At aggregation level 3, AI value of settlement class showed a decrease 
of 21% for all three approaches. But at higher level, it was affected less by CPR, but not more than 
3%. Fallow and water class exhibited a highest decrease in their AI values for all three approaches and 
became more disaggregated through aggregation level as compared to other classes. But the slope of 
decrease in AI value of water was greater than the fallow class. It could be due to its less percentage 
(0.3%) at all aggregation levels, whose clumpiness of spatial pattern was interrupted greatly by other 
classes as a result of random or centre pixel selection of class. Overall, RRB, PDW and CPR decreased 
the clumpiness of spatial pattern of all classes, but less slowly for dominant class in landscape. He et 
al. (2002) also reported that AI of dominant class increased for MRB approach, but RRB approach 
caused decrease in AI of all classes in land-cover map of Landsat TM image.  
 
Mean aggregation approach also decreased the AI values of all classes through the aggregation level. 
But the slope of decrease was less for all classes than that observed in the case of other aggregation 
approaches (Figure 5.3 d). It reflected that mean approach maintained more clumpiness of spatial pat-
tern than other approaches. Mean approach filters out very small patches or reduces their interruptions 
on the clumpiness of spatial pattern of major class present in local region of image. This was not ob-
served for RRB, PDW and CPR approach, where random or central pixel selection caused more inter-
ruption. Therefore mean approach exhibited more stability in aggregated pattern of each class, but the 
decreasing spatial resolution caused a decrease in the aggregated spatial pattern of each class. The re-
sult showed that AI value of agriculture class exhibited a maximum decrease of 10% at aggregation 
level 7. That was 25% and 16% for fallow and settlement class. Highest decrease (54%) was observed 
in the case of water class, but it was still lower than that observed in the case of other approaches. Af-
ter the aggregation level 3, no significant decrease in AI value of dominant and moderately common 
classes was observed. It also reflected that mean approach even did not affect significantly the clumpi-
ness of most dispersed class (fallow class) at higher levels. 
 

5.2.3. Square pixel Index (SqP) 

SqP indicates the degree of shape complexity of spatial pattern of a class in the landscape. Higher 
value indicates more deviation from perfect square, i.e. more complex shape. Figure 5.4 shows the SqP 
value of each class in base image. SqP value of agriculture and settlement class was nearly equal 
(0.983 and 0.982), which indicated that both classes were present in landscape with equal degree of 
their complexity in shape. Highest complex shape was represented by fallow class with a SqP value of 
0.993. It is also apparent from Figure 5.1b that fallow class exhibited most dispersed pattern in the 
landscape. Whereas, water class shown lowest degree of shape complexity (0.949) than other classes.  
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Figure 5.4 SqP of each class in classified LISS-III image aggregated to aggregation level 3, 5 
& 4 using the approaches a) majority rule-based b) random rule-based c) Point centered, 
distance weighted, and moving window method d) mean e) central pixel resampling
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The SqP values of each class was observed to have decreasing trend through the aggregation levels 
using MRB, RRB, PDW, CPR and mean approach. It reflected that degree of shape complexity re-
duced for all classes. In other words, shape of spatial pattern of each class became more generalized 
with increasing level of aggregation.  
 
For all approaches, fallow class showed a less decrease in its SqP value at each aggregation level and 
exhibited a more complex shape than other classes. It occurred possibly due to the landscape configu-
ration that made the less variability in SqP value of fallow class through aggregation level. RRB, 
PDW, CPR and mean approach affected the shape complexity of fallow land equally (Figure 5.4 b, c 
& e) and maximum of about 2% decrease in its SqP value was observed at aggregation level 7. The 
decrease in SqP value of fallow class was less than that observed in the case of MRB (Figure 5.4 a), 
where decrease of its SqP value was about 2% and 4% at aggregation level 3 and 5 respectively. In 
other words, MRB generalized more the shape of most complex shaped feature (fallow class).  
 
RRB, PDW and CPR also responded same for the SqP values of agriculture, settlement and water class 
through aggregation levels. Agriculture and settlement class exhibited almost equal decrease in their 
SqP values in each of these three approaches (Figure 5.4 b, c & e) and a maximum of about 3% de-
crease in their SqP value was observed at aggregation level 7.  Random and center pixel selection logic 
of these aggregation approaches maintained equal nature of their degree of shape complexity at each 
level of aggregation. MRB and mean approach did not respond in this manner, where difference in 
their shape complexity was observed with increasing level of aggregation. For MRB, the rate of de-
crease of SqP value of agriculture class was greater than that observed in the case of mean approach. 
But for settlement class, mean approach exhibited more decrease in its value (Figure 5.4a & d). At ag-
gregation level 7, decrease in SqP value of agriculture and settlement class was about 7% and 5% for 
MRB approach, which was 4% and 7% for mean approach. MRB filtered out small patches of other 
classes from dominant agriculture class, but the mean approach reduced the effect of these small 
patches. It resulted in more decrease in shape complexity of agriculture class in MRB approach as 
compared to mean approach. In the base image, there are some patches of fallow class around the edge 
of settlement class patches (Figure 5.1). Mean approach increased the percentage of fallow class 
through aggregation levels. This increase caused increase in size of these fallow class patches around 
the edge of settlement class patches. It possibly made the edge of settlement class patches smoother 
with increasing levels of aggregation. This was not observed in the case of MRB approach. This is the 
main cause of the decrease in the shape complexity of settlement class using mean approach as com-
pared to MRB approach.    
 
For water class, degree of shape complexity is also reduced more by MRB and mean approach as com-
pared to other approaches. But for all approaches, water exhibited a strong decrease in its SqP value 
than other classes. This was possibly due to its low occurrence (0.3%) and spatial pattern in base im-
age.    
  
The decrease in shape complexity with increasing level of aggregation was also reported by Frohn et 
al. (2006), where MRB was used to decrease the resolution of land Landsat TM map covering defores-
tation area. 
 
Overall, RRB, PDW and CPR approach produced less distortion in shape complexity as compared to 
MRB and mean approach.   
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5.2.4. Calibration based model (slope estimator) for area correction 

Slope estimator method is used to correct the class proportions that are distorted due to coarse resolu-
tion. Fine resolution image is aggregated to coarse resolution image and then the calibration based 
model is developed between them. This model is used to correct the class proportions when only 
coarse resolution image is available. Different aggregation approaches may be used to aggregate the 
fine resolution images and it will affect the derivation of calibration based model differently. This con-
cept was used, in this study, to assess the effect of aggregation approaches. RRB, PDW and CPR did 
not distort the class proportion with increasing levels of aggregation. Therefore it is not relevant to 
apply the calibration based model for these approaches. Distortion in class proportions with respect to 
base image was observed only in the case of MRB and mean approaches. Hence only the result of 
MRB and mean approaches has been presented here.   
 
Figure 5.6 and 5.8 show the class proportions (reference proportions) in base image, change in class 
proportions (uncorrected) due to aggregation and change in class proportions obtained after applying 
slope estimator method in the case of MRB and mean approach.                         
 
For MRB, slope estimator overcorrected (greater than reference proportion) the class proportion of 
agriculture, water and settlement class and undercorrected (lower than reference proportion) the fallow 
class proportion at all aggregation levels (Figure 5.6 a, b &c). Water class exhibited a highest overcor-
rection with respect its proportion than other classes at each aggregation levels. It may be due to its 
small percentage (0.3%) in base image, which decreased further using MRB aggregation. Agriculture 
class showed an increase in its proportion by 5% at aggregation level 3 and 13% at aggregation level 
7, which after applying slope estimator was 0.7% and 2% respectively.  For settlement class, slope es-
timator made an increase in its proportion with respect to reference proportion at each aggregation 
level, which on the contrary decreased due to MRB approach. But the increase in proportion was still 
lower than the decrease. At aggregation level 7, MRB decreased settlement class proportion by 11%, 
which was increased due to slope estimator by 6%. Slope estimator also corrected significantly the 
fallow class proportions, whose proportion was decreased strongly by MRB. Fallow class exhibited a 
decrease in its proportion by 53% at aggregation level 3, but this decrease became 36% after applying 
slope estimator method. Figure 5.5 shows the overall performance of slope estimator method at each 
aggregation level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.5 Total error produced before and after applying slope estimator method for MRB 
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Figure 5.6 Performance of slope estimator method for each class distorted by 
MRB approach at a) aggregation level 3 b) aggregation level 5 c) aggregation 
level 7
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In Figure 5.5, TEu is the total error calculated using the equation 4.6 before applying slope estimator 
method in the case of MRB approach at each aggregation level. TEs represent the total error after ap-
plying the slope estimator method. As the aggregation level increased, the improvement in slope esti-
mator method for area correction was observed. At aggregation level 3, TEu and TEs was 7% and 5%, 
which became 19% and 11% at aggregation level 7. It shows that higher error was minimized more by 
slope estimator method. It can be seen as a gap between TEu and TEs lines at each aggregation level in 
figure 5.5. It can be also observed for each class, except water class, in figure 5.6, where uncorrected 
proportions was improved more with increasing level of aggregation level.  
 
For Mean approach, slope estimator overcorrected the proportion of fallow class and undercorrected 
the proportion of agriculture, water and settlement class at all aggregation levels (Figure 5.8 a, b &c). 
Only at aggregation level 7, little overcorrection in agriculture class proportion was observed. Water 
class exhibited highest undercorrection compare to other classes. Amount of undercorrection of water 
class increased up to aggregation level 5 and it suddenly decreased at aggregation level 7. For fallow 
class, slope estimator did not make significant correction up to level 5 and overcorrected its proportion 
by 68% at aggregation level 7, while 56% decrease in its proportion was found due to mean approach. 
For settlement class, slope estimator undercorrected its proportion up to level 5, which was greater 
than decrease in its proportion due to mean aggregation. At aggregation level 7, correction in its 
proportion was observed and decrease in its proportion became 27%, which was 31% before applying 
slope estimator method. Above discussion reflects that inconsistence behaviour of slope estimator 
method was found for water, fallow land and settlement class. Slope estimator method responded well 
in the case of agriculture class. Up to aggregation level 5, slope estimator made its proportion 1% less 
from its reference proportion that was 3% and 5% at aggregation level 3 and 5 due to mean aggrega-
tion. Agriculture proportion was overcorrected by 1% at aggregation level 7.  Figure 5.7 shows the 
overall performance of slope estimator method at each aggregation level. 
                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.7  Total error produced before and after applying slope estimator method for Mean 

 
Up to aggregation level 5, no significant decrease in TEu and TEs was observed. At aggregation level 
7, slope estimator method reduced total error from 17% to 15%. The difference was still not large. It 
showed that slope estimator method did not make significant correction in distorted class proportions. 
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Figure 5.8 Performance of slope estimator method for each class distorted by 
Mean approach at a) aggregation level 3 b) aggregation level 5 c) aggregation 
level 7                                                                                                                                               
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Moody et al. (1996), in their study, explained that slope estimator method performs well, when there is 
a tendency of small classes to diminish and large classes to increase due to aggregation effect. MRB 
aggregation approach makes such effect. They found that the reduction in total error increased with 
increasing level of aggregation. Results presented here also shows that slope estimator method per-
formed well in the case of MRB, where this method reduced the total error at each aggregation level. 
The increase in reduction of total error was observed with increasing level of aggregation. It was also 
reflected by the considerable correction in all dominant and moderately common class proportions for 
MRB approach. Slope estimator performed poorly for mean approach. That was verified by the esti-
mation of total error before and after correction. On the whole, MRB approach performed better than 
mean approach in the derivation of calibration based model.    
  
  

5.2.5. Local variance of classes  

Local variance of image reflects the variability in image by considering the variation at local level. It is 
useful only when it is calculated for a scene in which one dominant feature is present. It will reduce 
the impact of other features in the measure of variability. Figure 5.9 shows the local variance of each 
class in NIR band at each aggregation level (as a function of resolution) as well as in base image (ag-
gregation level 1), when the base image was aggregated by mean aggregation approach. Percentage of 
water class in the base image was very small and it was also distributed in image as a very small 
patches. Therefore no dominancy of this class was found in any region of image. The small patches of 
water was even smaller than 3×3 window (used to calculate local variance) in many region of images. 
Due to this, estimation of local variance of water class in many region of image may include much 
reflectance of other classes and therefore local variance value will not be the major representative of 
water class. It was not the case for other classes in image. For this reason, water class was excluded 
from analysis of local variance.  
 
Figure 5.9 shows the local variance of class at different aggregation level. In the base image, local 
variance of agriculture, fallow and settlement class was 51.8, 100 and 50 respectively.  
 
` 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.9 Local variance of each class for mean approach at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7 

It showed that maximum variability was found for fallow class. It was due to the tonal variation of fal-
low class in its local region of image. Local variance of each class initially increased and it was found 
maximum at aggregation level 3 and thereafter decreased with respect to increase in aggregation level. 
It is possibly due to the reason that when the base image was aggregated to level 3, the objects in the 
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particular scene (a class) became nearly equal to the resolution of aggregated image. It decreases the 
likelihood of a pixel in each class with the neighbouring pixels, which results in increase in the local 
variance. When the resolution of base image was further decreased, many objects were mixed up in a 
single cell due to averaging (smoothening effect) of their reflectance values. This increased the likeli-
hood with neighbouring pixels that resulted in the decrease in local variance of each class. Slope of 
decrease was higher for fallow and least for settlement class. Because of the maximum variability ex-
hibited by fallow class in base image, smoothening effect of mean approach on fallow class reflectance 
was more at higher aggregation levels (5 & 7) as compared to other classes, which resulted in high 
decrease in fallow class local variance. Local variance of settlement class was small in base image 
compared to other classes meaning low variation in settlement. Due to this, smoothening in its vari-
ability was also low using mean approach at higher aggregation level. It resulted in slower decrease in 
its local variance compare to other classes. Mean approach decreased the local variance of agriculture 
more than settlement at higher aggregation level. Trend of local variance curve in the study was found 
consistent with the results by Woodcock and Strahler (1987) applied over settlement and agriculture 
scene (red band of Landsat TM image). The mean approach was used to aggregate the scene. The in-
crease in local variance of both classes was found initially, and then subsequent decrease was observed 
thereafter with the decreasing resolution.   
 
Figure 5.10 shows the local variance of each class at all aggregation level in the case of CPR approach.   
Local variance of each class increased with increasing level of aggregation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.10 Local variance of each class for CPR approach at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7 

The increase in local variance of each class shows that the CPR approach decreases the likelihood of a 
pixel in each class with its neighboring pixels. CPR approach assigns central pixel value of specified 
cells of input grid to the output aggregated pixel. In this way, CPR completely ignores the neighboring 
pixels in aggregation process. Within a class, a pixel shows more likelihood with its direct neighbors 
rather than the pixels farther from it. The ignorance of neighboring pixels due to CPR approach makes 
the two pixels contiguous, which are not direct neighbors. It decreased the likelihood of a pixel with 
neighboring pixels and resulted into increase in local variance of each class. CPR approach may also 
increase the chance of occurrence of different class reflectance values in a local region (3×3 pixels 
window, that has been used to compute local variance) of aggregated image. This may lead to strong 
variation in a local region and consequently increase in local variance of a particular class. The slope 
of increase in local variance of all classes was large at aggregation level 3, which decreased with fur-
ther increase in aggregation levels. It showed that variability in a class tended towards consistency 
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with increasing levels of aggregation. At aggregation level 3, the increase in local variance was much 
higher than that observed for mean approach. CPR approach increased the local variance of agricul-
ture, fallow and settlement class by 113%, 73% and 122% respectively at aggregation level 3, which 
was 17%, 10% and 26% for mean approach.    
     
Decrease in local variance, at higher aggregation levels, reflected that the smoothening effect produced 
by the mean approach. The CPR produced increase in local variance of all classes, which was due to 
the complete ignorance of neighbouring pixels in aggregation process. It can be expected that hetero-
geneity (in terms of reflectance) in the local region of landscape should be reduced at coarse resolu-
tion, which will produce increase in likelihood and corresponding decrease in local variance. Response 
of local variance curve using mean approach exhibits this phenomenon. On the contrary, the CPR ap-
proach increases the local variance. Therefore it can be inferred that mean approach responded better 
for local variance than the CPR approach.  
 
 

5.3. Realizations of RRB and PDW aggregation approach 

RRB 
 
RRB is based on the random selection of class from the specified cells of input grid. Therefore, each 
time the RRB is applied on the classified image, different realization of output aggregated image may 
be obtained. In order to assess the variability in realizations at each aggregation level, RRB was ap-
plied 100 times on base image to get 100 realization of each level. For each realization, the percent 
change in indicators such as each class proportion, AI and SqP with respect to that present in base im-
age was estimated. The standard deviation (SD) of percent change in each indicator at each aggrega-
tion level was computed to report the variability in realizations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.11 Variability in each class proportion due to different RRB realizations at aggregation levels 3, 
5 & 7 

Figure 5.11 shows the SD of percent change in class proportions at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7.  Less 
than 1% variation (SD = 1) was observed for agriculture, fallow and settlement class at aggregation 
level 3 that increased with increasing level of aggregation. Change in fallow class proportion showed a 
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maximum variation among these three classes and agriculture class least. It was due to the disperse 
pattern of fallow class with very small patches at base image, where agriculture was present in most 
clumped pattern. But still change in fallow class proportion showed maximum variation of 2% at ag-
gregation level 7 that was only 0.4% for agriculture class. SD of change in settlement proportion was 
in between agriculture and fallow class, which was due to its degree of clumped pattern between these 
two classes (Figure 5.3b). At aggregation level 7, SD was 1.4% for settlement class. Among all 
classes, maximum variation in change of water class proportion was observed. For this class, SD was 
4.5% at aggregation level 3 that increased to 13% at aggregation level 7. Water class exhibited near 
same degree of clumpiness as fallow class (Figure 5.3b), but its proportion was very low (0.3%) in 
base image. Due to this, probability of random selection of water class from base image varied signifi-
cantly for different realizations. This variation increased with increasing level of aggregation. It re-
sulted in highest value of SD compare to other classes.  
 
Figure 5.12 shows the SD of percent change in AI of each class at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7.  
No significant variation in AI of agriculture, fallow and settlement class was observed at each level 
and it was maximum 1% at aggregation level 7 for fallow class. The change in AI of agriculture class 
exhibited a least variation among all classes, which was maximum 0.3% at aggregation level 7. Varia-
tion in AI of settlement class was in between agriculture and fallow class. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5.12 Variability in AI of each class due to different RRB realizations at aggregation levels 3, 5 & 7 

These results were according to the degree of clumpiness of these classes at base image, i.e. more 
clumped pattern (agriculture) exhibited less variation. Maximum SD was observed for water class 
among all classes at each aggregation level. 
 
Figure 5.13 shows the SD of percent change in SqP of each class at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7. It can 
be seen that change in SqP of agriculture, fallow and settlement class exhibited very small variation 
less than 0.05% at all aggregation levels. That reflects no variation in SqP. The change in SqP of water 
class showed some variation, but it is was 0.2% at aggregation level 3 that increased to only 1% at ag-
gregation level 7. 
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Figure 5.13 Variability in SqP of each class due to different RRB realizations at aggregation levels 3, 5, 7 

RRB preserves the class proportions through aggregation levels (Figure 5.2b). SD of change in class 
proportions showed that there was not much distortion in proportions due to different realizations of 
RRB except least common class proportion (water). That may be ignored due to its very less percent-
age in base image. RRB decreases the clumpiness of spatial pattern of each class (Figure 5.3b) through 
aggregation level. SD of change in AI showed that this decrease was not considerably varied at any 
aggregation level due to different realizations. Only clumpiness of least common class (water) was 
distorted much. Shape complexity of classes also decreases due to RRB aggregation (Figure 5.4b). The 
variation in shape complexity was not found at any aggregation level due to different realizations. 
Least common class did not show also significant variation and it was less than 1%. According to the 
results, it can be inferred that RRB behaves similarly for each realization.    
 
PDW 
Aggregated image generated by PDW depends on the choice of n, r, w and random number seed. The 
choice of n and r was kept fixed at each aggregation level (described in section 4.4.1.3). But different 
realization can be still achieved by changing the choice of w and random number seed. First, the effect 
of different choices of w (0, 1 or 2) on indicators such as class proportion, AI and SqP was assessed by 
keeping the random number seed fixed (-17161817). Then the 100 random number seed were used to 
generate 100 realizations at each aggregation level for each choice of w. In this way, total 900 realiza-
tions were generated. For each realization, the percent change in each indicator with respect to that 
present in base image was estimated, whose SD was computed to report the variability in realizations 
due to different random number seed and w. 
 
PDW maintains the class proportions through aggregation levels, but decreases the value of AI and 
SqP. For w = 1 and random number seed = -17161817, the result has been shown in Figure 5.2c, 5.3c 
and 5.4c. When random number seed was kept fixed, different choice of w did not affected the propor-
tions at particular level of aggregation. The amount of decrease in AI and SqP, that was observed for w 
= 1 at particular aggregation level, was also not affected by another choices of w. Only small deviation 
in the case of water was observed. Figure 5.14 shows one of the indicators, AI value of each class, at 
each aggregation level for different choices of w, which shows no effect of w on AI. For w = 0, water 
class showed slow decrease in its AI value at aggregation level 3.    
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Figure 5.14 Aggregation Index of each class at aggregation level 3, 5 and 7 for choices of w, 0, 1 & 2 

Figure 5.15 shows the SD of percent change in class proportions for each 100 realizations. For w = 0, 
the change in all class proportions exhibited similar variation, that was observed in the case of RRB 
(Figure 5.11). SD increased for all classes with increasing level of aggregation, but decreased with 
increasing value of w (from 0 to 2) for each aggregation level. Change in water proportion here also 
showed highest variation among all classes that was least for agriculture proportion. The strong de-
crease in SD was observed for w = 2 for all classes at all aggregation levels. At aggregation level 7, the 
SD of change in water proportion was 12% for w =0, which decreased to 2% for w = 2. The variation 
in fallow and settlement class was also decreased from 1.7% and 1.5% (w =0) to 0.3% and 0.2% (w 
=2) at aggregation level 7. For w = 2, almost no variation was observed for all classes except water, for 
which variation was also very small. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.15 Variability in each class proportion due to different PDW realizations at aggregation levels 3, 
5 & 7 
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Figure 5.16 Variability in AI of each class due to different PDW realizations at aggregation levels 3, 5 & 7 

Figure 5.16 shows the SD of percent change in AI of each class for each 100 realizations. For w = 0, 
the change in AI exhibited similar variation, that was observed in the case of RRB (Figure 5.12) and 
less than 1% variation was shown by agriculture, fallow and settlement class. SD decreased for all 
classes with increasing value of w from 0 to 2 at each aggregation level. But strong decrease was ob-
served for w = 2. Less than 1% variation in agriculture, fallow and settlement class is itself not a sig-
nificant variation and increase in the value of w made it negligible. At aggregation level 7, SD for wa-
ter class decreased from 6.3% (w = 0) to 1% (w = 2), i.e. no significant variation in AI of water class 
for w = 2 was observed. 
 
SD of percent change in SqP of each class, for each 100 realizations has been shown in Figure 5.17. 
For w= 0, resemblance with RRB was again observed. Agriculture, fallow land and settlement class 
exhibited lass than 0.05% variation for w = 0, which was further decreased by increasing value of w. It 
showed that no variation in change of SqP value was observed for all choices of w at each aggregation 
level.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.17 Variability in SqP of each class due to different PDW realizations at aggregation level 3, 5 & 7                       
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Water class also showed variation less than 1% for w = 0 at aggregation level 7, that decreased to 
0.18% for w = 2. It showed that no significant variation in change of SqP value of water was also ob-
served for any value of w at all aggregation level.  
 
The change in the value of w, for fixed random number seed, did not affect the value of indicators such 
as proportions, AI and SqP of classes, which was obtained at different aggregation level. But varia-
tions in their values were observed for each w due to the use of different random number seed. Varia-
tions was maximum for w = 0 and least for w = 2 for all classes. Except least common class (water), 
the maximum variation of other class proportions for w = 0 was not large (less than 2%). But for w = 
2, all classes showed small variation in their proportions. Change in AI and SqP of dominant and mod-
erately common class (agriculture, fallow and settlement) were also not significantly varied for all 
value of w. Variation in AI of least common class was also not significant for w = 2. These results 
showed that the variation due to the use of different random number seed can be best minimized by 
choosing w = 2.     
 
 

5.4. Summary of results 

The results presented here can be summarized as following points. 
 

1. Random rule-based (RRB), Point centered distance weighted moving window method (PDW) 
and Central Pixel Resampling (CPR) approach preserved the class proportion with decreasing 
spatial resolution. Majority rule-based (MRB) increased the proportion of dominant class (ag-
riculture) and decreased the proportions of other classes. Mean approach also increased the 
proportion of one class (fallow), but it was not a dominant class. The proportion of other 
classes was decreased by mean approach. The results of MRB, RRB, PDW and mean ap-
proach were consistence with the results found elsewhere (Moody et al. 1995, He et al. 2002, 
Gupta et al. 2000, Gardner et al. 2008) 

 
2. MRB approach increased the Aggregation Index (AI) of dominant class and decreased AI of 

other classes. RRB, PDW and CPR decreased AI of all classes in almost similar manner. Mean 
approach also decreased the AI values of all classes through the aggregation level, but the 
slope of decrease was less for all classes as compared to other aggregation approaches. The re-
sults of RRB and MRB approach found here were also observed in the study of He et al. 2002. 

 
3. All aggregation approaches decreased SqP value of each class through aggregation levels. It 

showed that the shape complexity of each class was reduced by each aggregation approach. 
RRB, PDW and CPR approach behaved similarly for SqP value of each class, but produced 
less distortion in shape complexity as compared to MRB and mean approach. The decrease in 
shape complexity due to MRB aggregation was also reported by Frohn et al. (2006). 

 
4. MRB approach performed better than mean approach in deriving the calibration based model 

(slope estimator method) for area correction. The reduction in total error was observed using 
MRB approach and this reduction increased with increasing level of aggregation. It was not in 
the case of mean approach, where significant decrease in total error was not observed at any 
aggregation level. Response of MRB approach to the total error was also reported by Moody 
et al. (1996). 
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5. Mean approach increased the local variance of each class at aggregation level 3 and decreased 
with further increase in aggregation levels. The CPR approach produced strong increase in lo-
cal variance of each class. At aggregation level 3, the increase in local variance was higher us-
ing CPR approach as compared to mean approach. Response of mean approach to the trend of 
local variance curve of settlement and agriculture class was also reported by Woodcock and 
Strahler (1987). 

 
6. RRB approach did not produced significant change in class proportions, AI and SqP value for 

its different realizations. RRB approach behaved similarly for all classes in each realization 
except water class, whose occurrence was low in image (0.3%).  

 
7. For PDW approach, different choice of weight ‘w’ parameter did not affect the class propor-

tions, AI and SqP value at fixed random number seed. But the use of different random number 
seed produced the variation in class proportions, AI and SqP value of each class for each 
choice of w. These variations were highest for w = 0 and least for w = 2. It showed that effect 
of different random number seeds were best minimized using w = 2. Resemblance between 
PDW and RRB approach was observed for w = 0.  
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6. Conclusions & Recommendations 

Spatial resolution of satellite images can be made coarse using variety of aggregation approaches. 
Some aggregation approaches (categorical aggregation) like majority rule-based (MRB), random rule-
based (RRB) and point centered distance weighted moving window method (PDW), have been applied 
on classified image. Some aggregation approaches (numerical aggregation) like mean and central pixel 
resampling (CPR), are applied directly on continuous images. The work attempted here was to analyze 
the effect of both categorical and numerical aggregation approaches in depth. The 23.5m LISS-III im-
age (base image) was taken as base image using and aggregation approaches were applied to get 
coarse resolution images at aggregation level 3 (70.5m), 5 (117.5m) and 7 (164.5m). Four land 
use/cover classes were defined from base image namely agriculture (dominant class, 72%), fallow land 
and settlement (moderately common class, 16% &12%) and water (least common class, 0.3%). Most 
of the previous studies to assess the effect of aggregation were carried out by taking land-cover 
classes. Moody et al. (1995), in their study, had used land-cover classes namely barren, brush, hard-
wood, conifer and water. He et al. (2002), in their study, had taken land-cover classes such as maple, 
mixed deciduous and coniferous forest, water and oak. The study area used in this present work was 
mainly comprised of land-use classes and the effect of different aggregation approaches were found 
consistent with the results reported in previous studies. It shows that the similar effect is produced by 
different aggregation approaches over wide variety of classes in landscape.  
 
To meet the objective of present study, aggregation effect was examined for each land use/cover class 
and the following questions were answered.  
 
As a function of resolution and aggregation approaches and aggregation levels, what changes are 
observed in land use/cover proportions? 
 
It was found that MRB approach increased the proportion of dominant classes with decreasing spatial 
resolution of base image and its proportion increased by 13% up to aggregation level 7. Proportions of 
moderately and least common class decreased, but the rate of decrease of fallow class proportion was 
greater than settlement class proportion due to its dispersed pattern in landscape. In general, MRB fil-
ters out the minor classes from landscape and reveals the general pattern of broad classes, for example, 
it may be helpful in delineation of dominant agriculture class distributions by filtering out small 
patches of other classes such as settlement and fallow class. It can be used in regional as well as na-
tional level agriculture land monitoring and management, where conceptualization of broad agriculture 
distribution is required. MRB may also be useful in other studies such as forest monitoring at regional 
or national level by delineation of broad forest cover distribution. It is important to note that both RRB 
and PDW approach preserved each class proportions at all aggregation levels. It was seen from the 
analysis that the PDW approach preserved the class proportions precisely than RRB approach. PDW 
approach showed the increase or decrease in all class proportions except least common class (water 
class in this case) by 0.3%, which was found little greater (0.5%) for RRB approach. CPR approach 
also preserved the class proportions, but it showed more distortion in class proportions than RRB and 
PDW approach. This was again not greater than 8% for moderately common classes and was less than 
1% for dominant class. RRB approach is based on random selection and thus it may produce some-
what different realizations each time it is used to aggregate image, which will not be produced by 
CPR. Therefore, CPR can be better substitute for RRB approach. The information acquired by remote 
sensor incorporates the additional degree of spatial correlation between pixels. As important aspect of 
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PDW approach is that the output generated by PDW depends on different parameters, which can be 
used to incorporate the spatial correlation between pixels (Gardner et al. 2008). For this reason, the 
aggregation by PDW may produce resemblance with the image acquired by actual remote sensors. 
Therefore PDW can be best substitute for RRB and CPR approach even though the effect of these 
three approaches was found similar. In this present work, spatial correlation was not incorporated in 
aggregation process using PDW approach. Only the attempt has been made to assess the effect of 
PDW on aggregation of fine resolution image. All these three approaches can preserve the class pro-
portions and therefore can be used in the studies such as ecological resource management where the 
accuracy of land cover proportions at coarse resolution is required. Mean approach is not suitable for 
such studies as it distorted each class proportion. Mean approach increased the proportions of one class 
(fallow class, i.e. not dominant) and this resulted in decrease in other class proportions through all ag-
gregation levels. As the proportion of dominant class (agriculture) was decreased and mean approach 
also resulted into less clumped pattern of dominant class (mentioned in next question), therefore this 
approach is not suitable to delineate the broad cover type distribution.   
 
How do the spatial properties of land use/covers change using different aggregation approaches 
through aggregation levels? 
 
Aggregation Index (AI, quantify clumpiness of spatial pattern of class) and Square Pixel Index (SqP, 
quantify the shape complexity of class) was used to assess the spatial properties of each class at all 
aggregation levels and base image as well. AI of dominant class increased whereas moderately and 
least common classes decreased due to MRB aggregation approach through all aggregation levels. It 
showed that MRB made the dominant class more aggregated or clumped and thus again shows its suit-
ability for delineation of broad cover type distribution. RRB, PDW and CPR approach behaved near 
similarly for AI and decreased the AI value of each class through all aggregation levels. It was due to 
the reason that random selection logic of RRB and PDW approach and central pixel selection logic of 
CPR approach resulted in less clumped pattern of each class through all aggregation levels. Mean ap-
proach decreased more slowly the AI value of each class through aggregation levels as compared to 
RRB, PDW and CPR approach and thus exhibited more stability in aggregated pattern of each class. 
SqP Index was decreased by each aggregation approach. It reflected that all aggregation approaches 
generalized the shape complexity of each class. But RRB, PDW and CPR approach produced low dis-
tortion in shape complexity and thus carried the spatial information regarding shape complexity more 
than MRB and mean approach.  
 
What variations are found in statistical property of continuous aggregated images through aggrega-
tion levels?   
    
Local variance of each class was computed to assess the statistical property of images at class specific 
level. It was found that mean approach first increased the local variance of each class at aggregation 
level 3 and then decrease in local variance was observed. Woodcock and Strahler (1987) explained 
that the peak in local variance curve is related to size of the objects in the scene and it occurs when the 
size of the object becomes nearly equal to the pixel size. As the resolution increases, the mix up of ob-
jects in a single cell occurs. This increases the likelihood of a pixel with its neighbouring pixels and 
results in decrease of local variance. In the original coarse resolution, decrease in local variance may 
also be expected due to decrease in heterogeneity in terms of reflectance value. Pattern in local vari-
ance curve of each class using mean approach exhibited such phenomena. On the contrary, CPR ap-
proach produced strong increase in local variance of each class through aggregation levels. It was due 
to the complete ignorance of neighbours of central pixels, which is not expected even at original 
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coarse resolution image. At aggregation level 3 also, the increase in local variance by CPR approach 
was much higher than mean approach. For these, mean approach responded well for local variance of 
each class at different aggregation levels. 
 
What is the impact of different aggregation approaches in deriving calibration based model for area 
correction? 
        
As the distortion in class proportion was observed for MRB and mean aggregation approach and there-
fore calibration based model for area correction was applied for these approaches only. For mean ap-
proach, difference in the total error curve of uncorrected proportions (TEu) and proportions modified 
by model (TEs) increased with increasing levels of aggregation. At aggregation level 3, TEu and TEs 
was found 7% and 5%, which became 19% and 11% at aggregation level 7. For CPR approach, there 
was no significant difference in TEu and TEs up to aggregation level 5. It was again only 2% at aggre-
gation level 7. For these reasons, MRB performed well in the derivation of calibration based model. 
 
Is it possible to optimize the PDW parameters? 
  
Output of PDW depends on the choices of parameters n, r, w and random number seed. The choices of 
n and r have been kept fixed according to the aggregation levels to ensure that sampling points should 
not lie outside the window size (3×3, 5×5 and 7×7). For even window size, it is difficult to choose the 
value of n and r. In these cases, sampling points will certainly lie outside the window size and analysis 
of output aggregated classified image will not be the representative of measurement scale that is being 
considered.  
 
Keeping n, r and random number seed fixed at all aggregation levels, analysis was performed for dif-
ferent choices of w. It was found that different choice of w did not affect the values of class propor-
tions, AI and SqP. Different random number seed and choice of w were used to obtain different reali-
zations of PDW at each aggregation levels. The results of standard deviation of percent change in class 
proportions, AI and SqP showed that random number seed produced variations for each choice of w 
and these variation were best minimized for w = 2 (inverse square distance weighting) at each aggrega-
tion level. The selection of one random number seed is again problematic and difficult to achieve and 
optimize. For this reason, it is difficult to optimize the PDW parameters.  
 
What variability is found in different realization of random rule aggregation approach on classified 
map? 
   
100 realizations of RRB approach were obtained at each aggregation levels. Maximum standard devia-
tion of percent change in class proportions was found around 2% except water class, for which it was 
maximum of 13%. Variation in AI and SqP values was found small (less than 1%) for each class. For 
AI, only water class exhibited a maximum variation of 7%. It can be concluded that different realiza-
tions of RRB did not affect significantly the class proportions and spatial properties of classes. Large 
variation for water class was due to its low occurrence (0.3%) in landscape. 
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Recommendations: 
 

1. In the present study, landscape metric (AI and SqP) at class level were considered to assess the 
effect of different aggregation approaches. Assessment of metrics at patch level as well as at 
landscape level may also be considered in order to improve the understanding of aggregation 
approaches and their effects. 

2. Landscape metric also depend on the extent of landscape and the level of classification of 
landscape. These factors may also be considered to assess the effect of aggregation of satellite 
images. 

3. Although different realizations of RRB did not affect the class proportions and spatial proper-
ties of classes, different realization tends to change the spatial patterning of aggregated im-
ages. Thus an optimization technique for random selection of class is required to stabilize the 
output of RRB.  

4. Information of spatial correlation of pixels in landscape can be useful to select the PDW pa-
rameter. But the selection of random number seed is problematic and requires further atten-
tions. 

5. The development of models to correct the landscape metrics values (AI and SqP), distorted 
due to aggregation effect, can be useful to get the idea about the spatial properties of fine 
resolution image using coarse resolution image.    
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Appendix 1 

Class proportions observed for each aggregation approach at each 
aggregation level  

 
 

 Water Agriculture Fallow land Settlement 
Reference image  0.0031 0.7189 0.1556 0.1223 

3 0.0027 0.7534 0.1247 0.1192 
5 0.0021 0.7873 0.0968 0.1137 MRB 
7 0.0018 0.8154 0.0732 0.1096 
3 0.0031 0.7191 0.1560 0.1218 
5 0.0032 0.7192 0.1524 0.1251 RRB 
7 0.0034 0.7189 0.1563 0.1214 
3 0.0030 0.7190 0.1559 0.1222 
5 0.0034 0.7179 0.1560 0.1227 PDW 
7 0.0027 0.7181 0.1552 0.1240 
3 0.0022 0.6980 0.1894 0.1103 
5 0.0023 0.6845 0.2205 0.0927 Mean 
7 0.0024 0.6705 0.2431 0.0840 
3 0.0031 0.7143 0.1665 0.1160 
5 0.0033 0.7164 0.1650 0.1153 CPR` 
7 0.0036 0.7133 0.1681 0.1149 

 
 

Aggregation Index of each class for each aggregation approach at each 
aggregation level  

 
 

 Water Agriculture Fallow land Settlement 
Reference image  0.62 0.921 0.611 0.814 

3 0.398 0.884 0.402 0.697 
5 0.325 0.889 0.31 0.664 MRB 
7 0.267 0.903 0.273 0.646 
3 0.312 0.845 0.346 0.637 
5 0.16 0.817 0.26 0.567 RRB 
7 0.14 0.801 0.236 0.522 
3 0.286 0.845 0.346 0.643 
5 0.194 0.813 0.265 0.558 PDW 
7 0.139 0.796 0.227 0.512 
3 0.403 0.859 0.469 0.715 
5 0.31 0.835 0.449 0.686 Mean 
7 0.286 0.821 0.457 0.684 
3 0.307 0.843 0.358 0.644 
5 0.197 0.813 0.274 0.571 CPR` 
7 0.16 0.792 0.244 0.535 
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Square Pixel index  of each class for each aggregation approach at each 
aggregation level 

 
 

 Water Agriculture Fallow land Settlement 
Reference image  0.9488 0.9834 0.9927 0.9829 

3 0.8969 0.9675 0.9841 0.9684 
5 0.8295 0.9451 0.9738 0.9517 MRB 
7 0.7595 0.9164 0.9602 0.9353 
3 0.9147 0.9748 0.9870 0.9737 
5 0.8838 0.9646 0.9805 0.9638 RRB 
7 0.8453 0.9548 0.9739 0.9536 
3 0.9154 0.9749 0.9869 0.9733 
5 0.8823 0.9652 0.9806 0.9642 PDW 
7 0.8274 0.9557 0.9742 0.9550 
3 0.8855 0.9720 0.9855 0.9651 
5 0.8384 0.9598 0.9783 0.9431 Mean 
7 0.7874 0.9483 0.9708 0.9185 
3 0.9144 0.9751 0.9871 0.9726 
5 0.8798 0.9652 0.9809 0.9620 CPR` 
7 0.8477 0.9564 0.9746 0.9510 

 
 

Slope estimator assessment of class proportions for majority rule-based and 
mean aggregation approach at each aggregation level 

 
 

  Agriculture Fallow land Settlement 
Reference image   0.7189 0.1556 0.1223 

Uc 0.7534 0.1247 0.1192 
3 SE 0.7242 0.1319 0.1267 

Uc 0.7873 0.0968 0.1137 
5 SE 0.7283 0.1137 0.1287 

Uc 0.8154 0.0732 0.1096 

MRB 

7 SE 0.7320 0.0993 0.1304 
Uc 0.6980 0.1894 0.1103 

3 SE 0.7137 0.1873 0.1054 
Uc 0.6845 0.2205 0.0927 

5 SE 0.7096 0.2188 0.0837 
Uc 0.6705 0.2431 0.0840 

Mean 

7 SE 0.7254 0.2616 0.0891 
 
 
       Uc         Uncorrected (before applying slope estimator) 
       SE          Slope estimator assessment  
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Total error (TE) before and after applying slope estimator method 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local variance of each class for mean and CPR approach at each aggregation 
level 

 
 

 Agriculture Fallow land Settlement 
Reference image  51.77 100.13 50.01 

3 60.69 110.46 63.27 
5 52.23 79.55 62.43 

Mean 

7 45.45 66.25 57.56 
3 110.48 173.10 111.01 
5 132.80 185.59 140.21 

CPR 

7 145.99 189.24 160.36 
 
 
 

Standard deviation of percent change in class proportions, Aggregation Index 
and Square Pixel Index 

 

       RRB realizations 

 
  Water Agriculture Fallow land Settlement 

3 4.54 0.13 0.54 0.49
5 7.78 0.27 1.12 0.80

Class proportions 

7 12.65 0.36 1.66 1.49
3 2.65 0.08 0.42 0.26
5 4.23 0.21 0.89 0.55

Aggregation Index 

7 6.95 0.31 1.00 0.92
3 0.22 0.01 0.00 0.02
5 0.55 0.03 0.01 0.04

Square Pixel In-
dex 

7 1.02 0.06 0.02 0.06
 
 
 
 

  TE (%) Uc TE (%) SE 
3 6.90 4.73
5 13.68 8.40MRB 
7 19.30 11.27
3 6.77 6.35
5 12.98 12.63Mean 
7 17.50 14.81
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PDW realizations using 100 random number seeds 

 
Class proportions 

Aggregation level  Weight 
3 5 7 

0 4.22 7.90 11.91 
1 2.35 5.58 10.21 Water 
2 0.49 1.15 2.14 
0 0.12 0.25 0.37 
1 0.08 0.19 0.31 Agriculture 
2 0.02 0.04 0.06 
0 0.54 1.19 1.68 
1 0.37 0.87 1.37 Fallow land 
2 0.08 0.20 0.28 
0 0.46 0.85 1.45 
1 0.27 0.64 1.10 Settlement 
2 0.05 0.15 0.25 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Square Pixel Index 
Aggregation level  Weight 
3 5 7 

0 0.205 0.496 0.924 
1 0.147 0.389 0.833 Water 
2 0.030 0.076 0.185 
0 0.011 0.031 0.046 
1 0.008 0.023 0.042 Agriculture 
2 0.002 0.005 0.010 
0 0.005 0.012 0.019 
1 0.003 0.010 0.019 Fallow land 
2 0.001 0.002 0.005 
0 0.016 0.034 0.062 
1 0.013 0.029 0.061 Settlement 
2 0.003 0.007 0.014 

 
 
 

Aggregation Index 
Aggregation level  Weight 
3 5 7 

0 2.71 4.63 6.40 
1 1.72 3.30 5.55 Water 
2 0.38 0.54 1.08 
0 0.08 0.20 0.26 
1 0.06 0.15 0.24 Agriculture 
2 0.01 0.03 0.06 
0 0.42 0.72 1.03 
1 0.29 0.52 0.77 Fallow land 
2 0.06 0.13 0.21 
0 0.25 0.51 0.70 
1 0.20 0.41 0.66 Settlement 
2 0.04 0.08 0.15 
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Appendix 2 

Code of majority rule-based aggregation approach 

 
################################################# 
#    import ASCII file of classified image 
################################################# 
Path <- 'D:\\MRB\\' 
Inputfile <- paste(Path, 'classified','.txt', sep='') 
temp <- read.table(Inputfile, skip = 5) 
d <- dim(temp) 
nri <- d[1] 
nci <- d[2] 
img <- array(0, c(nri,nci)) 
img[,] <- as.matrix(temp) 
 
################################################################# 
##### setting window size and number of class 
################################################################# 
nc <- 4 
ws <- 3 
 
################################################################# 
## Number of row and number of column of ouput aggregated image 
################################################################# 
nro <- trunc(nri/ws) 
nco <- trunc(nci/ws) 
 
################################################################################## 
# initialization of vector that contain the frequency of each class in a specified block 
################################################################################## 
frq <- array(0,nc) 
 
################################################################################## 
### Initialization of vector that holds the output of each block after processing 
################################################################################## 
out <- array(0,(nro*nco)) 
 
################################################# 
### initialization of some variables 
################################################ 
mcl <- array(0,nc) 
r1 <- 0 
r2 <- 0 
c1 <- 0 
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c2 <- 0 
x1 <- 0 
x2 <- 0 
tmp <- 0 
 
################################################################################## 
### ‘sr’ stores sequence along vertical direction.            'sc' stores sequence along horizontal direction. 
################################################################################## 
for(i in 1:nro) 
{ 
  r2 <- r2+ws 
  r1 <- r2-(ws-1) 
   sr <- seq(from = r1,to = r2,by = 1) 
    for(j in 1:nco) 
       { 
       c2 <- c2+ws 
       c1 <- c2-(ws-1) 
       sc <- seq(from = c1,to = c2,by = 1) 
     
           for(k in sr) 
             { 
             for(l in sc) 
               { 
                tmp <- img[k,l] 
                 frq[tmp] <- frq[tmp]+1 
               } 
              } 
                               
             maxfr <- max(frq) 
             for(m in 1:nc) 
               { 
                if(frq[m] == maxfr) 
                  { 
                    clb <- m 
                  } 
               } 
               mcl[1] <- clb 
               x1 <- 2 
               cond <- 0 
              for(n in 1:nc) 
                 { 
                   if(maxfr == frq[n] &&  n != clb) 
                    { 
                    mcl[x1] <- n 
                    x1 <- x1+1 
                    cond <- 1 
                    } 
                 } 
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                if(cond == 1) 
                { 
                 rn <- round(runif(1,min = 1, max = (x1-1))) 
                 clb <- mcl[rn] 
                }              
              frq <- array(0,nc) 
              mcl <- array(0,nc) 
              
              x2 <- x2+1 
              out[x2] <- clb 
       } 
        c1 <- 0 
        c2 <- 0 
} 
 
################################################################################## 
#### converting vector that contains majority class of each block to matrix 
################################################################################## 
z1 <- 0 
z2 <- 0 
z3 <- 0 
agg <- array(0,c(nro,nco)) 
for(m in 1:nro) 
 { 
   z1 <- z1+1 
      for(n in 1:nco) 
        { 
        z2 <- z2+1 
        z3 <- z3+1 
        agg[z1,z2] <- out[z3] 
        } 
        z2 <- 0 
 } 
                                                     
################################################################# 
### writing output aggregated matrix to text file 
################################################################# 
 
 write.table(agg[,], file = paste(Path,'output','.txt',sep=''),append=FALSE,quote=TRUE,sep =" 
",eol="\n",na="NA",dec=".",row.names=FALSE,col.names=FALSE,qmethod=c("escape","double")) 
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Code of random rule-based aggregation approach 

 
################################################# 
#    import ASCII file of classified image 
################################################# 
Path <- 'D:\\RRB\\' 
Inputfile <- paste(Path, 'classified','.txt', sep='') 
temp <- read.table(Inputfile, skip = 5) 
d <- dim(temp) 
nri <- d[1] 
nci <- d[2] 
img <- array(0, c(nri,nci)) 
img[,] <- as.matrix(temp) 
 
#################################################### 
### setting block size (it can be odd or even) 
#################################################### 
ws <- 3 
 
################################################################# 
## number of row and number of column of ouput aggregated image 
################################################################# 
nro <- trunc(nri/ws) 
nco <- trunc(nci/ws) 
 
################################################################################## 
## initialization of vector that holds the matrix elements of one block (ex when ws = 3 then block size 
## is 3*3, so it holds 9 matrix elements that fall within block 
################################################################################## 
g <- array(0,(ws*ws)) 
 
################################################################################## 
### initialization of vector that holds the randomly selected elements of each block 
################################################################################## 
a <- array(0,(nro*nco)) 
 
################################################# 
### initialization of some variables 
################################################ 
r1 <- 0 
r2 <- 0 
c1 <- 0 
c2 <- 0 
x1 <- 0 
x2 <- 0 
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################################################################################## 
#### 'sr' stores sequence along vertical direction.            'sc' stores sequence along horizontal direction.  
####'rp' stores randomly selected position within a block.      vector 'a' stores all randomly selected 
##elements. 
################################################################################## 
 
for(i in 1:nro) 
{ 
  r2 <- r2+ws 
  r1 <- r2-(ws-1) 
  sr <- seq(from = r1,to = r2,by = 1) 
    for(j in 1:nco) 
       { 
       c2 <- c2+ws 
       c1 <- c2-(ws-1) 
       sc <- seq(from = c1,to = c2,by = 1) 
           for(k in sr) 
             { 
             for(l in sc) 
               { 
                x1 <- x1+1 
                g[x1] <- img[k,l] 
                } 
              } 
              x1 <- 0 
              rp <- round(runif(1,min=1,max=(ws*ws))) 
              x2 <- x2+1 
              a[x2] <- g[rp] 
        } 
        c1 <- 0 
        c2 <- 0 
} 
 
################################################################################# 
#### converting vector that contains randomly slected elements to matrix 
################################################################################# 
 
z1 <- 0 
z2 <- 0 
z3 <- 0 
agg <- array(0,c(nro,nco)) 
for(m in 1:nro) 
 { 
   z1 <- z1+1 
      for(n in 1:nco) 
        { 
        z2 <- z2+1 
        z3 <- z3+1 
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        agg[z1,z2] <- a[z3] 
        } 
        z2 <- 0 
 } 
 
################################################################# 
### writing output aggregated matrix to text file 
################################################################# 
  
 write.table(agg[,], file = paste(Path,'output','.txt',sep=''),append=FALSE,quote=TRUE,sep =" 
",eol="\n",na="NA",dec=".",row.names=FALSE,col.names=FALSE,qmethod=c("escape","double")) 
 
 

Explanation of PDW aggregation approach 

 
The more detailed explanation of aggregation using PDW approach has been presented in this section. 
This explanation is based on the PDW code available on website www.al.umces.edu/PDW.htm. For 
simplicity, the example presented here is based on the aggregation of 6m classified image to 18m reso-
lution.     
 
Selection of class from input image and its assignment to output aggregated pixel in PDW is based on 
random selection from cumulative frequency distribution of land cover types. Cumulative frequency 
distribution is just the addition of frequency of given cover type with the frequency of other cover 
types. 
 
As for example in PDW, it is implemented like that. 
 
                                                                      1        2       3 
                                                                                                                         
                                                               1   
                                                                                                                            
                                                               2  
                                                               
                                                               3 
                                                         

Figure 1: 3×3 block of 6m resolution map 
 
Let the resolution of input image = 6m. To achieve the resolution of 18m, 3*3 block will move over 
the image. One block has been shown in Fig 1, which contains the classes 1, 2 and 4.  
 
Steps to assign cover type in one pixel of 18m aggregated image.   
 
A. If number of points in the sampling net is 5, then pixels at (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2) are con-
sidered for processing. 
 
B. Coordinate of each considered pixel is defined as 
 

1 1  2 

4  2  1 

4  2  4 
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Pixel coordinate        Coordinate [R2 (i, j)] set       Coordinate [R3 (i, j)] after                      
       [R1 (i, j)]             by PDW algorithm               multiplying resolution of input 
                                                                               image (6 m) 
          (2, 2)                        (0, 0)                                               (0, 0) 
          
          (2, 3)                        (1, 0)                                               (6, 0) 
 
          (2, 1)                        (-1, 0)                                             (-6, 0) 
 
          (1, 2)                        (0, 1)                                              (0, 6) 
 
          (3, 2)                        (0, -1)                                             (0, -6)  
 
If we take resolution of sampling net r equal to resolution of input image, then 6 is multiplied to each 
coordinate. We may take any value of r. As for example if r = 12 and number of sampling points n is 
5, then the sampling scheme will be like that as shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Sampling scheme for r = 12 and n = 5 

 
Coordinate of central pixel is considered at origin to aggregate image using odd window size (such as 
3×3, 5×5). In order to aggregate the image using even window size (such as 2×2, 4×4), the bottom 
right corner is considered at origin. Coordinates of other pixels are assigned accordingly. 
 
C. Weight w of each pixel (that lies on sampling point) from the center is assigned according to linear 
or exponential decay.  For this, distance of each pixel from center is calculated and ‘1’ is added to each 
distance (just to avoid the 0 distance, which will be at centre). Inverse of distance in the case of linear 
decay and inverse square of distance in the case of exponential decay give the weight of each pixel and 
then each weight is divided by sum of total weight in order to normalize it. 
 
Calculation of weight of each pixel in Figure 1 
 
If we take w = 1 (inverse distance decay) 
First the distance of each pixel that fall within sampling net is calculated from origin (R1 (i, j) = (2, 2) 
or R3 (i, j) = (0, 0)) 
  
a. Distance of pixel (class – 2) at pixel coordinates (2, 2) (i.e. at origin according to R3 (i, j)) from ori-
gin   
          D1(2) = 0 

1 4 1 2 1 

4 1 1  2 1 

4 4  2  1 2 

4 4  2  4 2 

1 1 4 4 4 
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Weight of this pixel is 
          W1(2) = (D1(2)+1)-w = (0+1)-1 = 1 (1 is added to distance and then its inverse is calculated to 
find out weight)             
   
b. Distance of pixel (class – 1) at pixel coordinates (2, 3) (i.e. at (6, 0) according to R3 (i, j)) from ori-
gin   
           D2(1) = sqrt( (6 - 0)^2+(0 - 0)^2 ) = 6 
           
           W2(1) = (6+1)-1 = 1/ 7 
 
c. Distance of pixel (class – 4) at pixel coordinates (2, 1) (i.e. at (-6, 0) according to R3 (i, j)) from ori-
gin   
           D3(4) = sqrt( (-6 - 0)^2+(0 - 0)^2 ) = 6 
           
           W3(4) = (6+1)-1 = 1/ 7 
 
d. Distance of pixel (class – 1) at pixel coordinates (1, 2) (i.e. at (0, 6) according to R3 (i, j)) from ori-
gin   
           D4(1) = sqrt( (0 - 0)^2+(6 - 0)^2 ) = 6 
           
           W4(1) = (6+1)-1 = 1/ 7 
 
e. Distance of pixel (class – 2) at pixel coordinates (3, 2) (i.e. at (0, -6) according to R3 (i, j)) from ori-
gin)   
           D5(2) = sqrt( (0 - 0)^2+(0 + 6)^2 ) = 6 
           
           W5(2) = (6+1)-1 = 1/ 7 
 
All estimated weights are added and then divided by each weight in order to normalize it. 
 
Wtsum = 1+ 1/7 + 1/7 + 1/7 + 1/7 = 11/7 
  
W1(2) = 1/(11/7) = 7/11 
 
W2(1) = 1/11 
 
W3(4)  = 1/ 11 
 
W4(1) =  1/ 11 
 
W5(2) =  1/ 11 
 
D. Normalized weight of all pixels having same cover type within sampling net is added. That gives 
the frequency of each cover type within sampling net.  
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It is calculated as 
 
frq(1)  -- W2(1) + W4(1) =  1/ 11 + 1/11 = 2/11 
 
frq(2) –  W1(2) +  W5(2) =  7/11 + 1/11 = 8/11 
   
 frq(4) -- W4(1) =  1/ 11 
 
Each frequency is divided by the sum of total frequency in order to normalize it. Here the sum is 1 
therefore same normalized frequency distribution is obtained for each cover type. 
 
E. Frequency distribution is made cumulative (to get cumulative frequency distribution) in this way 
 
cfd(1)  ---  frq(1) +frq(0) 
                  2/11 + 0                    (since frq(0) is 0 as it is not present ) 
 
cfd (2)  --- frq(2) + frq(1) 
                 8/11 +   2/11 
 
cfd (4) --- frq(4) + frq(3) 
                 1/11 + 0                    (since frq(3) is 0 as it is not present)  
 
 
Note – If equal weight ( w = 0)is given to all points of sampling net, then frequency of each class will 
be simply its count within sampling net. 
 
Random number seed 
 
Random number seed is set to obtain the uniform random deviate so that each time the program is run 
to get same aggregation level, it will give the same output. In PDW program random number seed has 
been used to obtain the uniform random deviate between 0 and 1. 
 
The concept behind this is simple that random number generation is really a not a random process in 
computer, it is based on certain rule. Therefore the generation of random number can be controlled (to 
get same number each time) by providing random number seed. 
 
The same concept has been used in PDW program. It is based on the program provided in Numerical 
Recipes Software (PDW documentation). The requirement of this program is to take the random num-
ber seed which should always be negative and less than 2^10.  
 
The uniform random deviate is compared with cumulative frequency distribution obtained in step 5. If 
its value is just lower than the ‘cfd’ of any cover type, then that cover type will be selected and as-
signed to output aggregated pixel (pixel of 18m resolution in given example) 
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Code of central pixel resampling approach 

########################################## 
### setting number of bands  
########################################## 
nb <- 4 
Path <- 'D:\\CPR\\' 
 
######################################################### 
### importing each band of image 
######################################################### 
i<-1 
input <- paste(Path, 'band_',i,'.txt', sep='') 
temp <- read.table(input, skip = 5) 
d <- dim(temp) 
nri <- d[1] 
nci <- d[2] 
img <- array(0, c(nri,nci,nb)) 
img[,,i] <- as.matrix(temp) 
for(i in 1:nb) 
{ 
 input <- paste(Path, 'band_',i,'.txt', sep='') 
 temp <- read.table(input, skip = 5) 
 img[,,i] <- as.matrix(temp) 
} 
 
############################################ 
#### setting window size (it should be odd) 
############################################ 
ws <- 3 
 
############################################################################ 
### number of row and column of output aggregated image 
############################################################################ 
nro <- trunc(nri/ws) 
nco <- trunc(nci/ws) 
 
############################################################### 
### initialization of output image matrix 
############################################################### 
g <- array(0, c(nro,nco,nb)) 
 
############################################################# 
### initialization of some variables 
############################################################# 
l<- 0 
m <- 0 
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################################################################################## 
#### 'cr' and 'cc' hold the total number of rows and columns in original image which are to be used 
####during aggregation 
################################################################################## 
cr <- nro*ws 
cc <- nco*ws 
 
################################################################################## 
### 'sr' and 'sc' hold the sequence in vertical and horizantal direction respectively, which retrict the 
###'for' loop to execute in sequence that is required to obtain central pixel value 
##################################################################################  
sr <- seq(from=(ws+1)/2, to = (cr-((ws-1)/2)), by = ws) 
sc <- seq(from=(ws+1)/2, to = (cc-((ws-1)/2)), by = ws) 
 
for(i in 1:nb) 
{ 
    for(j in sr) 
      { 
       l <- l+1 
         for(k in sc) 
          { 
           m <- m+1 
           g[l,m,]=img[j,k,] 
 
          } 
         m <- 0 
      } 
    l <- 0 
} 
 
########################################################## 
### writing aggregeted matrix of all band to text file 
########################################################## 
for(i in 1:nb) 
write.table(g[,,i], file = paste(Path,'output_band',i,'.txt',sep=''),append=FALSE,quote=TRUE,sep =" 
",eol="\n",na="NA",dec=".",row.names=FALSE,col.names=FALSE,qmethod=c("escape","double")) 
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Code of Aggregation Index 

 
Path <- 'D:\\AI\\' 
 
Inputfile <- paste(Path, 'classified','.txt', sep='') 
temp <- read.table(Inputfile, skip = 5) 
d <- dim(temp) 
nri <- d[1] 
nci <- d[2] 
img <- array(0, c(nri,nci)) 
img[,] <- as.matrix(temp) 
 
nc <- 4 
AI <- array(0,nc) 
AIr <- array(0,nc) 
edg <- array(0,nc) 
frq <- array(0,nc) 
 
for(k in 1:nc) 
{ 
  for(i in 1:nri) 
    { 
      for(j in 1:nci) 
         { 
          if(k == 1) 
             { 
              temp <- img[i,j] 
              frq[temp] <- frq[temp]+1 
              } 
          if(i == 1) 
            { 
             if(j != nci) 
               { 
               if(img[i,j] == k && img[i,j+1]== k) 
                 { 
                 edg[k] <- edg[k]+1 
                 } 
                } 
              } 
           if(i != 1) 
             { 
              if(j != nci) 
                { 
                 if(img[i,j] == k && img[i,j+1]== k) 
                  { 
                    edg[k] <- edg[k]+1 
                  } 
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                  if(img[i,j] == k && img[i-1,j] == k) 
                    { 
                    edg[k] <- edg[k] +1 
                    } 
                 } 
                if(j == nci) 
                  { 
                   if(img[i,j] == k && img[i-1,j] == k) 
                    { 
                    edg[k] <- edg[k] +1 
                    } 
                  } 
              } 
          } 
    } 
      maxsq <- trunc(sqrt(frq[k])) 
      m <- frq[k] - (maxsq*maxsq) 
      if(m == 0) 
      maxedg <- (2*maxsq)*(maxsq-1) 
      if(m != 0 && m < maxsq) 
      maxedg <-  ((2*maxsq)*(maxsq-1))+((2*m)-1) 
      if( m >= maxsq) 
      maxedg <-  ((2*maxsq)*(maxsq-1))+((2*m)-2) 
      AI[k] <- edg[k]/maxedg 
      AIr[k] <- round(AI[k],digits = 3) 
} 
  sfrq <- sum(frq) 
  LAI <- 0 
  for(k in 1:nc) 
    { 
     tem <- AI[k]*(frq[k]/sfrq) 
     LAI <- LAI + tem 
    } 
      LAIr <- round(LAI, digits = 3) 
     
########################################################## 
### writing AI values of each class in text file 
########################################################## 
 
write.table(c('Aggregation Index of class 1,2,3 and 4 respectively',AIr[], 'Landscape Aggregation In-
dex',LAIr), file =paste(Path,'Aggregation_Index_mean7','.txt',sep=''),append=FALSE,quote=TRUE,sep 
="",eol="\n\n",na="NA",dec=".",row.names=FALSE,col.names=FALSE,qmethod=c("escape","double
")) 
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Some limitations of code 

All the code given above has been written in R programming language. Before running code user 
should keep in mind the following points. 
 

1. All the code has been written to apply only on square images. It needs modification to apply 
on non-square images. 

2. The code of majority rule-based, random rule-based and Aggregation Index should be applied 
on classified image having class labels in sequence starting from ‘1’. It needs again modifica-
tion to apply on the classified image having class labels with any numbers. 
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